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Abstract:  

 
The 1904 World’s Fair, held in St. Louis, Missouri, was an important turning point for Japan 

both internationally as well as within the United States. The 1903 Domestic Industrial Exhibition 

held in Osaka impacted the timeline and the scale of the 1904 Fair as well as the foreign exhibits 

therein. By studying Japan’s relations with the world in 1903 and the impact that the country had 

on the World’s Fair in 1904, a better understanding of Japan’s place as a global power can be 

formed, including their simultaneous involvement in the Russo-Japanese War. The “Japan made 

for America” was a curated view of Japan designed specifically to appeal to an American 

audience and leave an impression of a Japan that was heavily influenced by Meiji ideology but 

maintained a traditional appearance harkening back to the Tokugawa Era and before. This image 

of Japan left both subtle and obvious impressions on the people who attended, from the casual 

fairgoer to the other foreign countries that attended the fair.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 
Opening the Fair 

 

On April 30th, 1904, the Louisiana Purchase Exposition opened wide the main fair gates 

off of Lindell Boulevard, allowing attendants from St Louis and beyond to view the splendors of 

the world in just 1,240 acres.1 With an opening ceremony full of parades and great fanfare in 

which “the flags on all the buildings where unfurled one after another amidst great cheering by 

 

1 There are many ways to reference the St. Louis World’s Fair of 1904, or the Louisiana 

Purchase Exposition. For brevity, I will refer to it as the 1904 World’s Fair or the L.P.E.  

Hata, セントルイス万国博覧会における 「日本」の建築物 (On the Study of the Japanese 

Buildings in the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, 1904) 231 

 All instances of this reference are self-translated from Japanese to English  

Lowenstein, Francis, Official Guide to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition 21 

The number of acres used for the fair is up for debate, swinging between 1,240 and 1,270, 

but 1,240 seems to be the number cited in most sources and in most advertisements for 

the fair 
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the crowd”2 the opening of the fair left a grandiose impression upon attendees; a similar 

sentiment was also felt with the melancholic dimming of the lights that would close the fair on 

December 1st, 1904.3 Though a grand total of forty-five nations exhibited at the fair the only 

country with a completed exhibit on opening day was Japan.4 Japan’s display consisted of many 

spectacular buildings and wares exhibited throughout the entire 1,240 acres of the fair, mixing 

elements of existing architecture with additional features that were made to catch the eyes of the 

fairgoers who saw them. The most impressive of these displays altered for the, mostly American, 

audience of the fair was the recreation of the famous Nikko Temple Gate, Yōmeimon.5  This 

symbol of traditional architecture harkened back to a past the Meiji government was trying to 

cast off, and it served as a bitter reminder that a traditional past was not cast aside so easily when 

catering to a Western audience.  Though the original gate is eye-catching and lavishly decorated, 

this kind of adornment was not deemed suitable for an American audience. In order to garner 

more interest in the gate, it was altered to be even more ostentatious and brightly colored in order 

to create an image of Japanese architecture that was both representative of Japan’s past as well as 

attractive to Americans. This idea of altering existing Japanese architecture for St. Louis in 1904, 

a ‘Japan made for America,’ is the focus of this thesis, through all of Japan’s exhibits, to 

 

2 Philibert, Edmund Philibert World's Fair Diary, 75 

3 Schneiderhahn, Edward V.P. Schneiderhahn World's Fair Diary 50 

4 Francis, The Universal Exposition of 1904. Vol. 1, 313 

The number of foreign participants is also up for debate, usually in the 40’s, but since the 

L.P.E. Company kept detailed records of finances, participants, and their various 

expenses, I’ve chosen to side with the number David Francis provides  

Takada, Images of a Modern Nation, 44 
5 Nikko Temple is the site of enshrinement for the first Tokugawa shogun, Tokugawa Ieyasu. 

The main gate, Yōmeimon, is stated to be one of the most beautiful torii gates in all of Japan, due 

to its gilding, copper roof, and 500+ sculptures embedded within. The amount of detail on the 

gate would have made it impossible to replicate in a short time. This would have necessitated 

changes, though what those changes were reflected heavily on the architects and what they 

assumed would be most appealing to Americans. 
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understand the importance of Japan’s place in 1904. I will argue the ways in which Japan’s 

exhibit shaped the narrative of Japan’s own history and image in order to appeal to an American 

audience both helped shift Japan’s place among the other countries that participated and left a 

lasting impact upon those who viewed the fair both in obvious and more subtle ways.  

 The Japanese delegation made these decisions to alter a Japanese image for America 

during the process of building their exhibit. There were several arguments for the alterations, 

such as the idea that what appealed to the America eye was something big, not something 

intricate and delicate.6 As a result of this desire to create larger and more impressive buildings, 

on April 9th of 1904, when Japan had nearly 70% of their buildings completed, several of the 

shops collapsed due to wind damage, which was eventually blamed on weak foundations and the 

height of the buildings.7 The buildings were quickly scaled back, though considering they had 

less than a month to complete these buildings, it remains impressive that Japan was able to 

complete their display by April 30th.  

Being the only foreign country to complete their exhibit by opening, however, was not 

Japan’s only claim for being exceptional among the other nations that were represented at the 

fair. When creating their exhibit, Japan was the only country to not only refuse the assistance of 

an American commissioner but also created one of the only exhibits on The Pike that depicted a 

foreign country being run by its own people.8 These notable exhibits within the fair were Japan’s 

chance to declare they had arrived on the world stage and they, along with the United States, 

 

6 Hata, On the Study of the Japanese Buildings, 236 

7 Ibid, 234 

8The News Press, Barrett A Minister 

The Pike was a long street with exhibits on both sides, located at the southwest corner of 

the exposition in which multitudes of countries and private exhibitors sold goods and 

entertained fairgoers  

 Philibert, Edmund Philibert World's Fair Diary, 98 
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were competing for global attention and the right to be known as a “modern” nation. This was 

the power of a World’s Fair at the turn of the twentieth century; the spectacle did much to aid the 

city that hosted it, both economically and globally, but these expositions also gave each 

participant a platform upon which to portray their nation as they saw necessary. The renown that 

could have been gained from hosting and participating in a World’s Fair meant that there was 

much at stake for all involved. With the opening of these gates, St. Louis and Japan were both 

prepared to compete for global recognition.  

For David R. Francis (1850-1927) and St. Louis, this fair was intended to put St. Louis on 

the map as a city that was important for pushing America forward as a country of global 

importance. By making St. Louis important, this would elevate the perception of the United 

States by showing they had multiple cities that could sustain a World’s Fair and flourish from it. 

Having served on the voting committee in 1893 to try and win the bid for St. Louis, losing to 

Chicago only drove Francis to fight even harder for the next United States fair.9 This message of 

importance and the subsequent competition played out in full force in the planning and execution 

of the fair in 1904.  

For Japan, the chance to boost their reputation as a potential global power made the St. 

Louis World’s Fair an especially important fair in terms of representation. From the first time a 

Japanese delegation viewed an exhibit on Japan produced by the British in 1862, to the criticisms 

their own Domestic Exposition received in 1903, Japan had to make the statement that their 

nation was just as worthy of being a considered a world power, which had consisted almost 

entirely of European nations up to that point.10 From their own perspective, Japan had to show 

 

9 Sonderman, Truax, St. Louis: The 1904 World’s Fair, 7 

10 Aso, Public Properties, 25 
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that they had not only grown as a nation since the signing of the unequal treaties in 1854, but 

also that they were poised to compete and outshine Europe themselves. St. Louis became the 

stage upon which this announcement was made both to the powers that ran the fair and those that 

came to see the Ivory City.11 Due to these high stakes, Japan strived to produce an exhibit that 

represented an idealized version of their country that combined the ideologies of those who 

created it with the image a western audience wanted to see in order to craft a “Japan” that excited 

as well as educated.  

This curated “Japan,” the Japan made for America, is where the impact of Japanese 

exhibits was is most apparent, on both the audiences that viewed them and the people who 

created the fair and the other displays within. The ways in which these exhibits represented the 

ideologies of Japan as “progressive” and “modern” and sought to educate the public about the 

country, how “tradition” was altered to make a more glamorous Japan for Western audiences, 

and how pushing “modernity” influenced Japan’s relationships with other nations and world 

powers all help form the image of “Japan.” These aspects are crucial to consider when thinking 

about the influence of the exhibits. The reception of this overall message of “Japan” by the 

casual fairgoer, and those who ran and influenced the fair itself, their reactions answer the 

question of whether or not Japan conveyed their image of a powerful and modern Japan that 

could quickly become a world power was a reality or just wishful thinking on Japan’s part. 

When talking about these concepts of progress, modernity, and tradition at the turn of the 

twentieth century, it is necessary to clarify that these terms were being used to the benefit of 

 

11 Holley, Samantha at the St. Louis Exposition, 312  

The Ivory City refers to the “city” viewed upon entering the main gate of the fair, in 

which fairgoers saw rows upon rows of ivory colored buildings laid out to feel like a city 

center 
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Westerners and often to the detriment of anyone that was deemed outside of the accepted 

standard of superiority. This standard was defined by European powers initially, with other 

countries embracing the Western origins for these words in order to be seen as a powerful nation. 

This standard became a weapon of countries with colonial power and status to judge those 

without to be lesser. Throughout this thesis, the ideas of progress and modernity are almost 

exclusively being used to consider the standard against which Japan felt it had to meet to be 

considered modern, which in 1904 was being part of the European colonial sphere of power of 

nation-states. This concept of a nation-state was important, as it implied the country was able to 

come together under one solidified rule and move forward into the accepted idea of modernity. 

By 1904, Japan had already learned that the nation-state was the only acceptable way in which to 

move forward and achieve these Western ideals but was still working toward achieving these 

goals of modernity. In order to meet this standard, Japan had to show off its own colonies of 

Formosa as well as the indigenous peoples it was subjugating and was able to discard tradition in 

order to move forward. This idea of tradition is also charged with anti-Chinese sentiment, both 

from the West and from Japan itself, as clinging to the past was not considered an acceptable part 

of modernity. As I use these terms throughout my thesis, it is important to keep in mind both the 

racial tensions involved with the use of these words in 1904 but also the ways in which these 

words were used to benefit some and lessen others. 

Due to the fact that the goal of the 1904 World’s Fair was to emphasize these charged 

terms of progress and modernity and highlighting the importance of these terms being applied to 

the U.S. as a whole, 1904 tends to occupy an odd place in historical awareness. Though the fair 

boosted the economy of St. Louis and made it a U.S. city worth visiting rather than simply 

passing through, this fair is not very well known outside of the city itself. St. Louis had been 
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competing with Chicago since the voting commenced to see who would host the fair n 1893, and 

even though St. Louis would outshine Chicago in some regards, Chicago’s fair remains the best 

known of the U.S. fairs at the turn of the century. Competitions among hosting cities at this time 

were common, with each host trying to surpass those that came before. This occurred just as 

often in Europe as it did in the U.S.; when the fair of 1851 in London drew in 6 million visitors, 

France continued to grow their World’s Fairs to be larger and grander until their own fair in 1900 

would bring in 48.1 million visitors.12 The type of competition at play in St. Louis was much less 

about showcasing large architectural miracles, like the Eiffel Tower, and was much more about 

showing just how far the world (and the United States) had progressed in the fifty years since 

World’s Fairs first began. This focus is by and large what has helped the fair of 1904 fade into 

the shadows of larger and showier fairs, but the focus of this fair enforced many of the ideals and 

standards that all other fairs did. Nevertheless, this emphasis on these ideals as the theme of the 

fair is exactly what made the 1904 World’s Fair one that should be considered just as important 

as the fairs it was, and still is, contending with for recognition.  

With this narrative of competition between host cities, however, it is a common trend of 

World’s Fair research is to focus almost exclusively on the benefits the fair provided for the host 

country or city and minimize the impact participating countries, especially those deemed at the 

time to be less modern, like Japan. By highlighting this narrative and making it the focus of 

study, rather than the foundation, other narratives and important global connections become 

overshadowed as the host city becomes the only point of interest. When considering the U.S. 

 

126 million was about three times the population of London at the time 

 Sanada, 初期の近代オリンピックと博覧会の関連に関する一考察 (The Relationship 

between the Early Modern Olympic Games and the Exposition), 12 

 All instances of this reference are self-translated from Japanese to English 
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fairs, this focus of competition also makes the U.S. seem as if it was also a complete nation-state 

and world power in 1904. This means that the U.S. of 1904 often gets put on the same pedestal 

as the European countries that had been dominating World’s Fairs since 1851 when talking about 

innovation and modernity as themes of the fair.13 In contrast, when Japan is highlighted as part of 

the 1904 World’s Fair, often Japan’s exhibit at the Palace of Fine Arts is mentioned most often. 

Japan’s exhibit as a whole is not a factor in the competitive narrative, nor is it part of the 

historical one beyond artistic contributions. Why and how this focus of competition became the 

dominating story of the 1904 World’s Fair is important to consider, because while it is the 

foundational narrative that drove the creation of the fair, it is not the only narrative present nor 

should it remain the only story of the fair.  

When considering who it is from history that created these narratives of competition, two 

men immediately come to mind: David R. Francis (1850-1927) and Okakura Kakuzō (1862-

1913). Francis and his company kept detailed records of attendance, expenditure, and 

participation in the fair to the point that he quite literally wrote the book on the fair. Okakura 

argued in favor of Japanese art as the primary cultural export of Japan and being a voice of 

Japanese art in the American art community, his speech on the subject was undoubtedly 

persuasive. These narratives will become the foundation for the history of the fair, and it remains 

vital to understand how they became the main narrative of the fair in the first place. 

In order to shift toward a global perspective on the history of the fair and also balance out 

the importance of the whole of Japan’s exhibit, this thesis will focus on several aspects of Japan 

around the turn of the twentieth century: how Japan’s own fair in 1903 redefined the fair in 1904, 

 

13 Christ, Japan’s Seven Acres, 4 

Industrial expositions had been held before this, but they scaled up to international events 

starting in 1851 so this fair is often lauded as the progenitor of World’s Fair 
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both in terms of the time period and the culture of these fairs, and how Japan used not only 

aesthetics but also technology to construct a narrative of “Japan” for those who created and 

attended the fair. This establishes a foundation upon which Japan’s exhibits in St Louis and the 

events that lead to Japan’s official participation in the fair can be explored.  With this foundation, 

a clearer picture can be gained of what sort of impact this ‘Japan made for America’ had on the 

Western audience that viewed these exhibits and what impact this had on an international scale.   

 

A Note on Sources 

 While trying to define who exactly the ‘America’ it is that Japan curated their exhibit for, 

the sources and writings on the fair become important to discuss. This thesis uses a variety of 

sources, both from American perspectives and Japanese, in both English and in Japanese. When 

gathering the primary sources used within, it was important that these sources came from 

multiple genres as well as from the perspectives of those from different classes of life.  

 For the American sources, the backgrounds of those who were writing was just as 

valuable as the kinds of writing they produced. David Francis’ and the L.P.E. Company’s records 

and accounts were considered, as were the programs printed for various special events, but so too 

was popular fiction written for those who could not visit the fair to feel as if they were walking 

in the shoes of the characters as they wandered the fairgrounds. The most abundant of these 

sources were guides and instant books, that is to say, books printed to sensationalize and 

historicize large events that were printed quickly and in massive quantities, intended to be read 

by many people from many backgrounds. The parts of the fair that these books highlighted and 

emphasized, given their short length or the short timespan in which they were produced, gives a 

better idea of the scale and importance of exhibits than an all-encompassing record of the fair 
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can. For looking at your average person’s experience of the fair, letters and diaries became 

invaluable, since much like the guides, what these people chose to write home about showed 

what displays were most impressive to your average fairgoer. With this broad range of sources, a 

wide sample of the general impression of the American public thought of Japan can be gained. 

 In contrast, the Japanese sources help determine what this vision of a ‘Japan made for 

America’ was, and by comparing these ideals to the impressions of the American public, whether 

or not this image was conveyed or not can be determined. Japan printed a guidebook or a 

pamphlet in English for nearly ever exhibit of theirs to make sure the public read the narrative 

they intended, a narrative that was not informed by outside opinions. In addition to these 

guidebooks, the first English language textbook about Japan was present to be purchased, and so 

too was a pocket guide for all of the exhibits, which was advertised in several other Japanese 

sources. In addition to these, the newspaper printed at the fair was among the sources considered, 

which was printed both in Japanese and English. By considering these sources together with the 

various American perspectives, the full impact of the Japanese exhibits upon the world of 1904 

and beyond can be evaluated.  

 

World’s Fairs as an International Phenomenon 

 

The Importance of World’s Fairs 

 Exhibitions and expositions as a whole were staples of Western progress from the 

nineteenth century and well into the twentieth century. Though these exhibitions started small, 

allowing business owners to sell their products to larger crowds, as governments began to be 

involved, they inevitably grew in scale exponentially until the World’s Fair became the standard 
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for showcasing products and progress for the whole country.14 Looking back at those fairs that 

remain well known, they are most often those fairs that created large-scale feats of architecture, 

and are largely from European countries, though U.S. cities also remain important for collections 

as well as architecture. Chicago of 1893 remains noteworthy in the list of US fairs, primarily for 

the innovation of the Ferris Wheel, and for Europe, the London fair of 1851 and Paris of 1889 

stand out for their architectural achievements, namely the Crystal Palace and Eiffel Tower.15 

Though not all of this architecture remains to be seen by contemporary visitors, these works 

drew in visitors that both ensured the superiority of their host country or helped put a city on the 

map as one worthy of visiting beyond the fairs. World’s Fairs in general helped boost the image 

and the economy of their host city, primarily through tourism during and after the fair, but they 

also helped countries outside of the realm of European power become more prominent by 

showcasing the images of their countries made for foreigners to see their ideas of progression. 

 For many countries, hosting a World’s Fair was an important milestone that indicated 

their place in the world as a modern nation. This, ideally, was the end goal of Japan as well as 

they progressed through their own domestic exhibitions which would have hopefully led to 

hosting an international exposition. By looking at these events as milestones of progress, it 

explains why the competitive narrative of hosting fairs, between Great Britain and France, St. 

Louis and Chicago, the U.S. and the Western world, and many others became an appealing way 

to approach them. World’s Fairs were not just events decided at random. They were fought over, 

both among cities and countries, for the right to celebrate the greatness of their nation while the 

rest of the world marveled at their splendor. In order to really appreciate World’s Fairs, a 

 

14 Sanada, Early Modern Olympic Games, 11-12 

15Sonderman, Truax, St. Louis: The 1904 World’s Fair, 81 

 Sanada, Early Modern Olympic Games, 17 
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relatively unknown event by contemporary standards, perhaps it is best to look at something that 

is widely known today: The Olympics. 

 While it is considered outlandish by today’s standards that the Olympics did not start off 

as symbols of internationalism, when the first ever Olympic Games were held in the United 

States, they were wrapped up in the symbol of the time: The World’s Fair.  At the same time as 

the L.P.E., not a mile away the third ‘early modern Olympics,’ which was the first ever held in 

the United States, took place on the campus of Washington University.16 These few early modern 

Olympics were held in and around World’s Fairs, since the fairs were incredibly popular and 

were intended to garner interest in the competitions. On President’s Day on November 26th of 

1904, part of the Daily Official Program of the fair included viewing a football match as part of 

the Olympic Games.17 This mingling and mixing of expositions and Olympics was not, however, 

without its critics. The driving force of these early modern Olympic Games, Pierre de Coubertin, 

stated that the mixing of these two invited the inclusion of competitions based on ethnic 

superiority, something he considered a “slightly annoying” attempt to have the Olympic Games 

be a part of the expositions18. For Coubertin, these events lessened his intentions of the 

Olympics, and he was not alone in this sentiment. The overall impression of those who visited 

the fair was that the games were largely an accessory of the expositions, as demonstrated by the 

fact that there is an overwhelming amount of media and historical documentation of the L.P.E. 

and very little of the Olympics. After the fourth London Games, the Olympics transitioned to 

 

16 Sanada, Early Modern Olympic Games, 12 

17 Olympic Games: President's Day, Nov 26th, 1904, Daily Official Program 

18The ethnic groups on display as part of the anthropology exhibits of these World’s Fairs were 

also made to compete for “ethnic superiority” in events such as the javelin throw  

Sanada, Early Modern Olympic Games, 15-16 
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being held independently and grew into the spectacle that they are today.19 The separation of 

these two events aided the Olympics while World’s Fairs became less “essential” to the progress 

of the world. 

When looking at the L.P.E. and the Third Olympic Games, the former of these two events 

went down in history as the greatest thing to happen to St. Louis, while the latter was 

overshadowed completely in terms of historical and local importance. Today, it would be 

unthinkable to consider the Olympics being eclipsed by any other global event. Considering 

many World’s Fairs now are relatively unknown outside of their host cities, this swapping of 

roles serves as a reminder of just how important these fairs were not only for the host city but 

also the greater global community.  

 

Why 1904? 

The dates of World’s Fairs were often just as important as why they were held, which 

considering the title of the 1904 Fair was the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it is easy to tell 

what this was celebrating and why, considering the year is relatively close to that event’s 

anniversary. It is often easy to accept the years they took place series of dates to be catalogued, 

with some being more memorable than others. To figure out why some are more noteworthy and 

why these fairs took place the years they did is more complicated. Looking at fairs closer to the 

turn of the century, many of them were held on various centennials and anniversaries that were 

important primarily to the country or city hosting the fair. Chicago was held to commemorate the 

400th anniversary of the founding of the American continent, and Paris of 1889 celebrated the 

 

19 Ibid, 16 
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centennial of the French Revolution.20 The choice of the date was intended to be some 

memorable date for the country that held it as a way to commemorate their history. 

For the history of the St. Louis region, the annexation of Louisiana Territory in 1803 was 

hailed as a savior of young America and “assured the evolution of the peaceful and prosperous 

“world power” we are so proud of today.”21 This was an anniversary just as worthy of 

celebrating as the major anniversaries of 1776. When looking back at these American fair dates, 

however, both Chicago and St. Louis were off by a year, thus celebrating them late. For St. 

Louis, the intention was to hold the exposition in 1903, which would have been the correct year, 

which is further evidenced by William McKinley’s last public address, stating that,  

 “Now, therefore, I, William McKinley, President of the United States, by virtue of the 

authority vested in me by said Act, do hereby declare and proclaim that such 

International exhibition will be opened in the city of St. Louis in the state of Missouri, not 

later than the not later than the first May of nineteen hundred and three and will be closed 

not later than the first of December thereafter. And I the name of the Government and of 

the people of the United States, I do hereby invite all the nations of the earth to take part 

in the commemoration of the Purchase of the Louisiana Territory, an event of great 

interest to the United States and of abiding effect on their development by appointing 

representatives and sending such exhibits to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition as will 

most fitly and fully illustrate their resources, their industries, and their progress in 

civilization.”22 

 

He would ultimately not live to see that this timeframe he set would not come to fruition, 

though many of his intentions were still carried out, especially concerning the foreign nations. In 

July of 1902 a second invitation was sent out by the next President, Theodore Roosevelt, with the 

time of the fair moved up to 1904.23 By Francis’ own account it seems that the invitations sent to 

Asia were met with “apathy and financial stringency” that was smoothed over eventually by 
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delegates from the L.P.E. Company.24 With not enough states nor countries agreeing to 

participate by May 1902 to participate in this grand fair, so David Francis kindly moved the fair 

forward in order to rally more countries to come to St. Louis.25 Looking at the world of 1903, 

there is a possible explanation as to why not enough countries agreed, and the fair was moved 

forward out of necessity, rather than benevolence.  

In 1903, Japan hosted its own Domestic Exhibition with an international presence, which 

seems to indicate that two large scale international showings were not feasible for many 

countries. Therefore, the date of 1904 was chosen not only to benefit St. Louis by boosting the 

international presence but also gave countries that could not juggle two exhibits the chance to 

accept the invitation. This decision also allowed Japan to complete their own exhibition and 

consider the framework of their own exhibit in St. Louis.  

 

Foundational Narratives of History 

 To get a full history of the fair, many voices must be considered in shaping the narratives 

of Japan within St. Louis as well as Japan in the global context of 1904. Though many classes of 

people of many nations wrote on the fair, it seems that two figures have become the historical 

leaders for Japan and for St. Louis. David Francis, the man who led the fair to success, and 

Okakura Kakuzō, who served as a leader in Japanese art as the new cultural standard for 1904, 

have become the authorities on the fair. These voices should be considered to be part of the 

foundational history of the fair, rather than the entirety, so in order to create that foundation their 

narratives must first be evaluated. 
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When looking at the writings that David Francis left behind, he emphasizes the U.S. as a 

nation of international significance as the perpetuator of grand World’s Fairs while highlighting 

the importance of his own. Having written nearly a decade after the fair’s close, Francis posited 

that,  

“for the opening decade of this century [the L.P.E.] stands a marker of the 

accomplishments and progress of man. So thoroughly did it represent the world’s 

civilization that if all man’s other works were by some unspeakable catastrophe blotted 

out, the records established at the Exposition by the assembled nations would afford the 

necessary standards for the rebuilding of our entire civilization.”26  

 

Based on this quote, it becomes clear that Francis felt this fair was not only a testament to the 

wonders of the innovation and progress exhibited within, something which no fair had done 

before, but also served as a hallmark of his own greatness as the President and mastermind 

behind the fair. It wasn’t just the U.S. or St. Louis that would have benefitted from this 

exposition, in his mind, but the entire world. This fair showed the U.S. as a country that could be 

time-keeper of progress, a phrase that came straight from the President of the United States at the 

time, William McKinley (1843-1901).27  When considering how McKinley’s words reinforce 

Francis’ own impressions that the L.P.E. was the most significant fair of the time and would 

remain so for the future, these narratives seem to cement and reinforce the modern standard of 

the U.S. as a culturally and internationally supreme nation when used as the focus of the story of 

the 1904 World’s Fair. This idea of supremacy was not, however, the message of most American 

fairs of the twentieth century, which were primarily aimed at asserting U.S. prominence. Noriko 

Aso argues that, when looking at the broader picture, it becomes clear that, “fairs in the U.S. 

often had explicit goal of reminding everyone that Americans were also part of the Western 
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cultural sphere.”28 By considering the widely used competitive narrative in this light, it becomes 

clear why Americans were competing with such intensity; they wanted to be known as a Western 

power alongside Europe. Though Francis and the L.P.E. Company were the bookkeepers and 

creators of the fair, their accounts are too often used to assert U.S. supremacy and focus solely on 

the importance of this fair for St. Louis. While Francis’ need to compete with Chicago for 

recognition was certainly the driving force behind his dreams for a great fair, this competition is 

merely a foundation for the many other factors that went into creating the L.P.E. 

When looking at Okakura Kakuzō’s contributions to the fair, as a man who was recently 

hired by the Boston Museum as an expert on Asian art, he was, for the most part, the leading 

voice in Japanese art that could capably speak to a wide American audience.29 His lecture, 

“Modern Problems in Painting” which challenged the division between art and warfare, became 

his lasting imprint on the fair.30 This lecture focused exclusively on emphasizing Japanese art 

and how it is essential not only to Japan, but also emphasized how cultural supremacy through 

art is leading Japan to victory in both literal and cultural warfare. Art was not just something to 

be treated economically; it was also linked to the perception of Japan as a civilized nation.31 

Through his lecture and his emphasis on art and art alone, Okakura cemented in history that the 

most important takeaway of the 1904 World’s Fair concerning Japan was the Japanese exhibit in 

the Palace of Fine Arts.32 Considering Okakura’s influence spread beyond this fair, in both Japan 
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and the United States, it is no surprise that his lecture became one of the lasting impressions of 

Japan upon the American public. With this focus on Okakura as an authority for Japan, however, 

Japan’s artistic endeavors and the cultural superiority of Japanese art becomes the most 

significant portion of the Japanese exhibit, to the detriment to the remaining majority of Japan’s 

displays. Okakura’s lecture carried many themes that were important not only to himself but also 

the delegation that created the exhibits he spoke on: ideas of cultural superiority, the superior 

quality of Japanese work, and the idea of cultural warfare. These ideas were present throughout 

most of Japan’s displays, and by considering the ways in which all of the Japanese voices of the 

fair perpetuated them and how Okakura reinforced them, a complete picture of the Japanese 

image made for this American audience can be formed.  

 By creating a foundation out of Francis and Okakura and considering these voices within 

the entire swath of the sources and writings on the fair, this creates a full picture of the history of 

the fair. Francis and Okakura contributed to the fair’s history through their passion for St. Louis 

and Japan’s artistic supremacy, and these narratives help elevate the other voices to be added to 

the narrative of the 1904 World’s Fair.   

 

The Progression of Japanese Exhibits from 1851 to 1904 

 

Japan at World’s Fairs 

 Looking back at the ways in which Japan presented itself at World’s Fairs since they 

became a cultural phenomenon in 1851, a pattern of stereotypes and images emerges that Japan 
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sought to push back against in 1904. The ways Japan was presented by other nations in the early 

days of international expositions reflected the country in ways did not align with how Japan saw 

themselves. This is most obvious when looking at some of the earlier fairs that had Japanese 

people attend them.  

These presentations of “Japan” by foreign countries became a point of concern for the 

Japanese image about a decade after international expositions exploded into popularity. Due to 

his participation in an overseas expedition, Fukuzawa Yukichi received an invitation to the 

opening ceremony of the London fair in 1862.33 Fukuzawa and the expedition walked away 

dismayed by the artifacts gathered together by the British, stating it felt, “… just like an antique 

store; I could hardly bear to look.”34 The ways in which these Japanese items were presented by 

the British collector who had assembled them were offensive to Fukuzawa, and though it’s not 

clear what exactly made this display offensive, it is not likely that the “Japan” presented was 

anything more than a collection of trinkets that trivialized the country they came from.  This type 

of display sent the entirely wrong message to Japanese ambassadors, something which needed to 

be fixed quickly. In order to take control of the message in 1867, Japan presented itself to the 

world rather than being presented by the world. 

 Though Japan did create their own exhibit in 1867 in Paris, this presentation also failed to 

create a favorable image of Japan as a whole. The delegation that created this exhibit quickly 

came the realization that having control over the way Japan was presented was not the only 

necessity behind a successful exhibit, but so too was presenting your country within the model of 

a nation-state. Through invitation by the French Foreign Minister to try and foster a relationship 
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with Japan, the shogunate sent over their collection of decorative arts and a delegation along with 

it to run the display.35 Though this showed that the shogunate had finally taken power over their 

own display, they were not the only ones to arrive carrying the flag and the name of “Japan” to 

mark their exhibit with. Satsuma domain also exhibited, showing off their anti-shogunal 

sentiment, as well as a merchant who set up a “teahouse” with finely dressed dolls to appeal to a 

western audience.36 This disjointed nature led to the domain and government-run exhibits being 

far outranked by the popularity of the teahouse.37 Regardless, this was still the emergence of 

Japan into the world of large-scale expositions. In this fair, Paris controlled nearly half of the 

exhibition area, dolling out the rest of the space to countries responding to their world 

hierarchy.38 The fact that Japan’s space was relatively small was a reflection of their status, 

especially with the conflict of government and domain. Furthermore, this exhibit was a wakeup 

call: expositions relied on a nation-state as the basic unit for progress and in order for Japan to 

move forward successfully as a modern nation, they needed a cohesive exhibit.39 Further exhibits 

were aided by the government shifting from a fragmented one to a more cohesive, emperor-

focused one in the same year as this disjointed exhibit. 

 While Japan continued to participate in World’s Fairs up until and beyond 1904, Japan 

also borrowed from the originators of these expositions: industrial exhibitions. With their own 

Domestic Industrial Exhibitions, Japan focused on innovation and progress in order to further not 

just the Japanese people but Japan’s own aspirations to be known as a progressive and modern 

nation. These exhibitions were direct reactions to the fairs that would follow in 1867, because 
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even though Japan was now capable of running its own exhibit at the fair, these exhibits only 

served to show the rest of the world just how behind Japan was by virtue of the government 

having been upstaged by a domain and a merchant.40 This idea that Japan being a backwards 

nation was an image that needed to be fixed, and it needed to be fixed fast. By going back to the 

original format of industrial exhibitions to push the nation forward with new products and 

innovations, these Domestic Expositions became the driving force behind the changing image of 

Japan from backwards to progressive.  

 At their start, domestic exhibitions were focused entirely on pushing forward the creation 

of new technologies. From 1877 to 1903, Japan hosted five of these exhibitions for the whole of 

the nation, though many more happened in local regions in preparation for the main 

exhibitions.41 Run by the Ministry of the Interior, these exhibitions were launched not only as a 

way to encourage the showcasing of “innovative” technology but also served as a catalyst to 

boost the technological output of Japan to create the image of a modern nation.42 These 

exhibitions became symbols of modernity as a way to educate the masses and develop 

technology.43 In addition to showcasing this new technology, prizes were also given out by the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce for displays that were inventive, priced well, and could 

substitute for foreign imports.44 These competitions eventually came to be a competition for 

economic status among prefectures and large cities to see who was truly the most “innovative.”45 
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The money attached to the prizes became secondary to the creation of goods; both the diffusion 

of knowledge as well as the effect the award had for the winning region became more important.  

Although the façade of these competitions was to boost local spirits and push Japanese to 

drive their own country forward by sharing knowledge, but the true motivation behind them was 

a desire for Japan to be less reliant on foreign goods and to encourage its citizens to create more 

modern devices, such as transportation and communication technologies, so that their country 

could be “on par” with what was considered a modern nation of the time. This is most obvious 

when looking at what kinds of inventions won prizes; it was not inventions that improved day-to-

day life that won but instead unique on-offs that were flashy and bold.46 As governmental 

policymakers visited these shows and saw what was being created, they too came to see these 

competitions catalysts to catch up with the rest of the world47. The hidden goal of these 

expositions was achieved just as well as the more obvious façade, boosting Japan’s land and sea 

transports as well as advancing telegraphs and telephones, which ended with local pride being 

boosted as well as new innovations being produced at rapid speeds. 

 With the goal being achieved of pushing innovation and getting the general populace 

excited about spreading knowledge and being able to rely less on foreign goods, the need for 

domestic exhibitions dwindled. Though many took place across Japan in larger and smaller 

venues, the Japanese government only officially held five of them. With this last fair in Osaka, 

Japan sought to showcase the most ambitious exhibits it could, inviting foreign nations to also 

attend and participate in their great exhibition. This fair not only influenced the Japanese exhibits 

of 1904 and the image that they created, but also the fair of 1904 itself. 
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Osaka 1903 

This Fifth Domestic Industrial Exhibition shaped the image of “Japan” for the rest of the 

world. Held in 1903 in Osaka, this exhibition was planned as the last of these domestic fairs, as 

Japan had its sights set on holding a true World’s Fair in the years following.48 Among the 

Domestic Exhibitions leading up to 1903, Osaka was a trial run to see if Japan could hold their 

own technologically with the rest of the world. This was especially true as Osaka was the first 

time that foreign nations were invited to exhibit within the Domestic Exhibitions.  

This final exhibition was also Japan’s biggest to date. Nearly two million yen was spent 

on the creation of the expo space in Osaka with over four million people attending by the time 

the fair closed after 153 days.49 This was almost triple the amount spent on previous exhibitions 

and the also triple the number of attendees prior to 1903. This fair, run by the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Commerce, looked similar to the structure of the displays in 1904; exhibits like 

Agriculture, Manufacturing, and Education were among the many ways in which Japanese 

craftspeople showed off their work as well as their region’s technological advances through the 

normal patent competitions, though as previously stated, the most flashy exhibits were often the 

ones given the most recognition.50 Even though this was a large exhibition by Japan’s standards, 

it was still no World’s Fair, so Japan was free to section-off areas meant for the host nation and 

foreign participants, as they were not intended to be the highlight of the exhibition. 

Of the 350,000 square meters that made up the fair, foreign nations were afforded 5,600 

of them.51 While it may seem on the surface that this was sufficient space for the first time Japan 
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was host foreign countries in any exhibitioner capacity, it was far from satisfactory given the 

overwhelming interest. With European powers such as Great Britain, Austria, and Germany, as 

well as Canada, the U.S. and China all participating actively, some countries were forced to build 

their own pavilions in addition to the parcel of space dedicated to all foreign nations.52 Japan was 

not prepared for the enthusiastic participation of so many foreign countries, given the lack of 

space afforded to them, but this stumble was quickly spun into one of the highlights of Osaka’s 

fair. Of the over 4.3 million visitors, nearly 22,500 of them were foreign visitors to the fair, so 

many guidebooks for the fair highlighted and focused on the unprecedented foreign participation 

as a sign that Japan was no longer a marginal nation but, in fact, one that could compete on a 

global stage.53  Though these foreign nations were not the highlight of the fair, they still became 

central to encouraging the world to view Japan in a new, modern light.  

 Aside from the technological aspects of the Osaka fair, there are also the anthropological 

ones to consider. With the recent acquisitions of Taiwan as a colony and the subjugation of both 

Ryukyu and Ezo into the Japanese colonial empire, Japan wanted to show off this aspect of their 

modernity as well. This pavilion’s goal, organized by anthropologist Tsuboi Shōgorō, was to 

showcase various races of the world.54 With the exhibit focused primarily on the recent subjects 

of the Japanese empire, it is clear this pavilion was less about the peoples of the world and more 
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about showcasing that Japan was indeed becoming just as modern as countries like Great Britain 

with their vast empire. This anthropological exhibit was intended to celebrate the glory of the 

burgeoning Japanese empire, much in the same way that the innovative exhibits of technology 

were. 

The display of people, however, became a large point of contention for critics as the 

Human Pavilion showed no Japanese nor Westerners, choosing instead to focus on races labelled 

barbaric and primitive.55 The exhibit eventually focused on primarily on the Ainu, as the 

newspapers that criticized the exhibit were solely focused on the Taiwanese peoples of Han 

Chinese descent and the Ryukuans on display.  Okinawan newspapers decried the exhibit due to 

their portrayal as primitive, despite having their own functioning kingdom pre-dating Japanese 

imperial rule.56. The Qing government was alerted by students in Japan that Chinese were 

involved, prompting a swift protest.57 This prompted a response from Korea as well, but 

Taiwanese were left out as they were still considered inferior and were not allowed to be shown 

in any way as Chinese, as evidenced by the swift removal of a Taiwanese girl in Chinese 

clothing following student protests.58 Japanese subjects themselves criticized the inclusion of 

Taiwan, however, as some of them considered Taiwan to be “new Japan” rather than a subject of 

the empire.59 Though this pavilion was criticized more than it was celebrated, this trend of 

people on display was not a new concept. The exhibition of humans as part of empire was part of 
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the anthropological culture of international exhibitions, which was also included in the World’s 

Fair in 1904 with the assistance of those who created the Human Pavilion in 1903.  

 Despite the criticisms and growing pains of the fair in 1903, there was enough 

international interest in Japan that many countries decided to put a great deal of effort into 

exhibiting in Osaka. Looking at the reactions to the Osaka fair, the scale of the international 

presence in this fair alone explains why David Francis had to push St. Louis forward to 1904. 

The narrative from the United States side declared this to be a lack of interest that drove the year 

to change, that not enough states nor countries had committed to participating to justify the 

expense.60 Japan was among these countries, declining to officially participate but instead send 

private representatives that stood in for Japan.61 With the date moving forward to 1904, the 

world could participate fully without the Osaka conflict, which for Japan dramatically changed 

not only who ran the exhibit, but also affected its scale and ambition. The impact left behind of 

the 1903 Domestic Exposition did much to help Japan’s image that it put forth in 1904, but in 

regard to the anthropology exhibit, the decision to distance Japan from these exhibits proved to 

be beneficial to them and helped avoid the same criticisms in St. Louis. 

 

Japan and 1904 

When the call went out in 1901 for countries to participate in 1903, Japan was ready to 

refuse to have official representation, due to the Domestic Exhibition on Osaka. Due to this 

conflict of interest, private representatives would have to stand in for Japan. The government 

invited private commercial and industrial companies to create an exhibition group and subsidized 
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them thus providing support for a smaller Japanese exhibit.62 This likely would have resulted in 

yet another fair that did little to push Japan forward as a modern nation, but the need to be 

represented in some capacity was necessary, even if it was a small representation. 

 When the fair moved to 1904 due to the lukewarm reception not only from Japan but 

countries worldwide, invitations were reissued. In October of 1902, following a cabinet meeting, 

the Japanese government decided to officially participate in this fair.63 With this decision made, 

the exhibit shifted from a private representation to an official, government sanctioned presence at 

the fair. In November of 1902, a committee was formed under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Commerce in order to decide what the fair would look like.64 This agreement led 

to the largest exhibit Japan had prepared to date and started the process of figuring out what sort 

of “Japan” would be on display, how many traditional elements would be included, and how 

much of this image of Japan would be designed specifically for an American audience.  

 

 

The Louisiana Purchase Exposition 
 

 

Creating the Ivory City  

 In order to grasp the full picture of the 1904 World’s Fair, the entirety of the fair beyond 

Japan’s exhibit must also be considered. While the competitive narrative is one that has become 

the dominating voice of the fairs, it is the best narrative there is to understand what drove David 

Francis and the L.P.E Company to create their “marker of the accomplishments and progress of 

man” that was the St. Louis World’s Fair.65 The creation of the Ivory City of the L.P.E. and its 
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importance for the host city and country puts not only the United States’ position in global 

society of 1904 into perspective; it also shows that, while on a much larger scale, the posturing 

of the U.S. was not so dissimilar to what Japan tried to showcase with their own exhibits. 

One of the main driving factors behind Francis’ dream of hosting a fair comes from the 

feud that occurred over who was to be the host city of the 1893 Columbian Exposition. Francis 

served on the voting committee in favor of St. Louis, but that battle was lost to Chicago. Rather 

than admitting defeat, Francis instead pushed harder for the next fair to belong to his home city.66 

With the backing of the Missouri Historical Society, the L.P.E. Company was formed in 1898 to 

sway the vote for 1904 with Francis serving as President. After the vote was won, funds were 

quickly assembled in order to begin the process of building the ‘Ivory City,’ which seemed to 

harken back directly to Chicago’s own ‘White City.’67 The ivory color of the buildings was 

meant to evoke a clean appearance without straining the eyes of visitors but it is hard to overlook 

the implications that St. Louis wanted to remind Chicago visitors of the superiority of St. Louis’ 

own design.68 This dream of a better city and presenting the power of the U.S. was fully on 

display as Francis built his fair. 

This dream city was largely built on the funds of local, national, and international 

governments, though the largest financial contribution came from St. Louis itself. With nearly 

fifteen million raised by the St. Louis business community and five million pledged by the city 

Francis and the company could begin building the fair.69 A site was eventually chosen, a large 

wooded area near Washington University that is now Forest Park. The forests were torn down 
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and the nearby River Des Peres was diverted in order to create enough space for the fair to 

exist.70 Though only half of the park was originally designated by the city, consisting of only 668 

acres, the additional acreage was eventually provided by private donations.71 With the 

appropriate space and funding acquired, the L.P.E began to take shape.  

 Considering the buildings of the fair itself, with grand names like the Palace of Fine Arts, 

the impression this tends to leave is one of permanence; an image of a legacy that could stand the 

test of time for St. Louis beyond 1904, perhaps. This idea of permanence, however, was not the 

case of this World’s Fair, nor any other. The L.P.E Company made the decision that all buildings 

except the Palace of Fine Arts were to be temporary structures that only existed for the short time 

the fair was open.72 Many of the buildings only consisted of a wood frame covered by staff to 

serve as structures to house the various creations of the world.73 The Palace of Fine Arts, the 

only permanent building meant to serve as a reminder of the fair for years to come, was built of 

brick and stone on the highest hill the park had to offer.74 The other Palaces sat at the foot of this 

hill (Fig. 1), allowing guests to easily visit all of the exhibits of innovation presented by the 

states and countries that showcased there.  

 For the buildings of the states and countries, these were also intended to be temporary 

structures that represented the best possible image of the location they represented. These 

buildings were all funded and built by the respective companies created to run their exhibits at 
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the fair. Though meant only for the fair, several of the Japanese buildings were sold afterward 

and shipped across the United States, and several state governments chose to keep parts of their 

exhibits as well. Around five million dollars was spent by foreign countries on these buildings 

which matched in scale what the city of St. Louis had put in.75 It is estimated that close to eleven 

million was spent on the exhibits that were housed in the Palaces.76 With forty-five countries 

present at the L.P.E. by the time it opened, the amount of money spent on the main buildings 

alone shows that an exhibit, even a small one, was important to have at this fair.77  

 

 

Fig. 1- Bird’s Eye View of The Fair 
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 Given such substantial expense was spent on the fair, then the benefits of this expenditure 

must be evaluated. If the greatest benefits worth noting are only those of the host country and 

city, it unclear at first what the benefits of attending were. While hosting a World’s Fair was an 

enormous financial undertaking for a city, there were both economic and social benefits that 

balanced out the losses a city took upon hosting. These benefits were usually felt after the fair 

closed, so when Francis was considering the purpose of the fair while he was creating it, tourism 

was not likely the first thing he thought of. When Francis was pushing for the fair to be held in 

St. Louis, the material benefits to his community were not his primary focus, as he stated that 

“the richest and most universal benefits to be expected from a great Exposition- its educational 

and moral benefits- can not be measured in terms of dollars and cents.”78 Rather than seeing the 

fair as a way to bring economic wealth to St. Louis, for Francis this fair existed as a series of 

exhibits to educate the world with. Though St. Louis did benefit from the tourism around the fair, 

this was not the main benefit for Francis. Instead, his World’s Fair contributed to global 

advancement and the wider spread of knowledge, which was far more beneficial than mere 

money.  

This idea of advancing the world as a whole was the second potential benefit of World’s 

Fairs, through the exhibition of progress and innovation. Many sources state that the fair was all 

about the progress of science and art, though this progress is clearly defined by a Western gaze 

and Western colonialism.79 There is also the pervasive message that the fair was designed as an 
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educational experience for visitors, to teach them about the innovations of the world.80 However, 

this is the message of any World’s Fair, to show off how far a nation has progressed as not only 

grandstanding but also to drive other nations to work harder to keep up. Reiterating Francis’ 

words that this fair was something special, that other fairs previously had not accomplished, he 

stated in the opening of his account of the fair that,  

“for the opening decade of this century… stands a marker of the accomplishments and 

progress of man. So thoroughly did it represent the world’s civilization that if all man’s 

other works were by some unspeakable catastrophe blotted out, the records established at 

the Exposition by the assembled nations would afford the necessary standards for the 

rebuilding of our entire civilization.”81 

 

The 1904 World’s Fair was important, not just for St. Louis but for the world, to be a time 

capsule upon which the ruins of society could be rebuilt; it was an idea that could be applied not 

just to St. Louis but many fairs that came before and would come after. Even President 

McKinley described World’s Fairs as “time-keepers of progress” so whether or not these ideas of 

progress and innovation were truly unique to St. Louis is up for debate, especially since these 

words seem to be defined exclusively by the Western audience that was perpetuating them 

through the World’s Fairs.82 This idea of encompassing the whole of human progress, however, 

was unique for Francis. For him, St. Louis pushed the world forward into a more progressive and 

innovative time by showcasing this knowledge all together in one place, which was the objective 

he hoped for. 

 With this objective to further human knowledge by exhibiting progress in mind, the Ivory 

City contained within it the largest ever collection of foreign exhibits, with each country 

showcasing their innovations. St. Louis exceeded both Paris of 1900 and Chicago of 1893 with 
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the amount of countries that exhibited within the grounds of their impressive fair. This also 

inspired many countries, Japan included, to reach new heights with their exhibits. Of the thirty-

two acres afforded to foreign nations, Japan comfortably occupied seven, the largest space given 

to a single foreign participant and nearly the same amount of space that one of the Palaces 

occupied.83 This was the largest exhibit created by Japan to date, so it is not only important to 

consider what kinds of objects and buildings were in this exhibit, but also what sort of message 

Japan was trying to put forth with their exhibits.  

 

The Impressive Showing of Japan in 1904 

When looking at the three different “types” of Japanese exhibits that make up the entire 

representation of Japan in 1904, these exhibits had very different audiences as well. The aim of 

the Palace exhibitions seems to be geared toward showing the full extent of what Japan could 

produce; in this sense, the aim of these exhibits was to showcase, educate, and improve export 

trade. By showing a wide range of items to both a general public and an educated elite that were 

becoming more and more interested in the trend of Japonisme, Japan could profit both in the 

diffusion of knowledge as well as literal diffusion of product into a Western market. For the 

main Pavilion, this area showcased “traditional” Japan to a public that could afford to spend an 

entire day touring the various buildings and enjoying the experience of being served tea by finely 

dressed Japanese women. The Pike became a gathering place of popular culture, a place in which 

Japan could make a statement on their own culture that was exhibited freely for a general public. 
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were around 9) that shows how much space Japan took up across the fair 
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In order to fully grasp the image of “Japan” that was presented to the public at the fair, these 

three approaches must be studied in full. 

 Within the seven acres Japan was afforded, important distinctions were made as to what 

objects were placed where, what each building’s purpose was, and perhaps most importantly, 

what kind of audience each aspect of the exhibit was aimed toward. These acres were divided up 

amongst the Palaces through various smaller exhibits and the two “official” areas dedicated 

specifically to Japan.84 Varied Industries contained the vast majority of the Japanese exhibit 

within the Palaces, making up a little over one acre of the exhibit, while the “official” areas were 

split up among the Japanese Pavilion (Fig. 2) and The Pike (Fig. 3) fairly evenly.85 By 

considering these different aspects of the Japanese exhibits, the image of “Japan” in the minds of 

the audience of the 1904 World’s Fair who viewed it can be fully understood.  

 

 

84 Everett, The Book of the Fair, 369 

There are two instances of this book: the above mentioned, and a book written by John 

Wesley Hanson. These books are identical in every way except for the author. The 

Missouri Historical Society suspect this is an instance of “instant books,” that is books 

written very quickly for big events or tragedies, which were published quickly and with 

little oversight. There is evidence of both authors being real, but only Marshall Everett 

(real name Henry Neil) of being alive to actually write the book. Because of this, I have 

chosen to cite Everett even though it might be just as correct to cite Hanson, as both 

books were heavily circulated and are both accepted as historical records of the fair.  

85 Ibid, 369 

A full map of the fairgrounds (Fig 6-9) is included in the Appendix, in which a full map 

of the grounds is included, the Pavilion and the Pike are noted, and both exhibits are 

enlarged for easier viewing. 
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Fig. 2- Birdseye view of the Japanese Gardens 

 

 

Fig. 3- Entrance to Fair Japan 
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 Aside from The Pike and the Pavilion, Japan exhibited at a total of eleven different 

buildings with the largest of these being the exhibit in Varied Industries.86 This Palace gave 

Japan and many other countries the opportunity to promote and exhibit handicrafts that did not 

fit under the category of ‘fine art’ but still fit under the category of artistic endeavor, such as 

sewing and architectural art. Japan received a “prominent location” upon which they built a 

recreation of one of the rooms of Nikko Palace, which cost Japan over $45,000 to build.87 

According to the pamphlets handed out to those who visited the exhibit, “The sole aim of this 

exhibit is to show the world what sympathetic travelers have seen in the architecture of Japan.”88 

The extent to which this architecture was inspired by outside forces is neatly obscured, claiming 

for the most part that this was a uniquely Japanese room that could serve as a lesson for 

American artists and architects.89 Within this room, porcelains, embroideries, carvings, and 

jewelry were all exhibited for visitors to enjoy while they wandered through the exhibit.90 These 

items displayed the artistic and creative capabilities of the Japanese, from carving to metal work 

to chinaware, and any other items that were not classified as ‘fine art’. What went into the Palace 

of Fine Arts was much more carefully curated, and thus meant for a more sophisticated audience. 

For Fine Arts, all of the pieces picked for display therein were curated by a panel of 

thirty-two judges.91 Of the less than three hundred pieces, traditional work was only a portion of 
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the pieces displayed.92 Paper wall hangings were prominently featured, but so too was metal art, 

cloisonné, and contemporary pieces done in oil and watercolor93. The cloisonné is especially 

important to note as, much like the architecture of Varied Industries, it came with a narrative 

spun to make it seem uniquely Japanese as an art said to be imported from China but perfected 

by the Japanese.94 As one of the many Japanese narratives used to distance Japanese work from 

being too traditional, this idea of uniquely Japanese art was perpetuated throughout any of the 

exhibits that were considered artistic in some way. This exhibit, along with this narrative, was 

highly praised, as one guide states that, 

“Japanese art is the highest development of the aesthetic in treatment. The hard facts of 

nature are ignored. The one purpose of the artist is to produce a beautiful effect. This 

‘unrealistic beauty’ is not without its effect upon the painters of the Occident.”95  

 

This comparison of Japanese art as a potential influence on Western art was exactly what this 

narrative, and especially what Okakura wanted from Americans. The careful display of these 

pieces and the emphasis on art outside of what the stereotypical realm of ‘Japanese art’ helped 

display these art pieces as works that were perfected by Japan and could influence the rest of the 

world. 

 Within the Palace of Liberal Arts, however, contains the first explicit evidence that Japan 

was creating an experience for an American audience that did not necessarily line up with the 

experience presented for Japan itself and Japanese speakers. This small exhibit contained a fully 

functional newspaper office in which the Japanese American Commercial Weekly was printed.96 

The newspaper was created and edited by Hoshi Hajime, and within this exhibit Japan printed 
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full runs of their newspaper weekly.97 It was boasted that this printing was a display in action, 

showcasing the typesetting of a Japanese newspaper for fairgoers.98 This newspaper was printed 

bi-lingually, with sixteen total pages, split in half between Japanese and English. On the English 

side, a presentation of Japan’s marvelous exhibits was printed on souvenir copies for purchase. 

On the Japanese side, however, the newspaper functioned as a typical newspaper, informing 

Japanese people both at the fair and back in Japan how the exhibits were performing and kept 

people informed of current events, such as the battles of the Russo-Japanese War. With the two 

halves of these papers functioning differently for their respective audiences, these newspapers 

were the first pieces of media to show the differences between a realistic Japanese experience 

and one that was made for America.  

 The rest of the Japanese exhibits in the Palaces were mentioned throughout guides and 

diaries of those who visited them, but none left quite an impression such as Varied Industries and 

Fine Arts did. Education left a lasting impression that, by doing away with the old system in 

favor of a westernized one, Japan had far exceeded expectations and even surpassed the U.S. in 

terms of success.99 Transportation showed Japan’s progress in terms of their Navy, having 

progressed from the delivery of the first steamship to be sold to Japan in 1868 to a fleet of 80 

steamships being produced by their own steamship company.100 These exhibits made up smaller 
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parts of a larger picture of Japan. Rather than focusing on these exhibits individually, it is worth 

considering that the larger image of “Japan” being put forth was one of innovation and, most 

importantly, one of modernity that Japan could use to claim they had well and truly caught up 

with the rest of world.  

Located near the Palace of Machinery and the Observation Wheel (Fig. 8) was the 

Japanese Pavilion and Gardens, the second location in which the image of “Japan” starts to 

show, with the curation of tradition. This area contained many different buildings, from the Main 

Office, the Pavilion and Tea House, and the Formosan Mansion.101 Including these, there were 

seven large buildings in total throughout the main Japanese exhibit, in addition to several small 

pagodas, billed as being made of “native” Japanese materials that were specially imported to 

create these buildings. 102 This narrative appealed well to Americans, with one guide even stating 

that, “The [Japanese] buildings are creations in which American skill took no part.”103 Along 

with this concept of the buildings made completely of Japanese materials and by Japanese 

laborers came the story of what era of Japanese history they came from. The Pavilion was 

proudly, according to the architects behind these structures, “modelled after the residences of the 

shoguns of the Tokugawa Era of 500 years ago.”104 This building was originally planned to be 

used to entertain guests from private travel clubs.105 For other traditional Japanese practices, the 

tea house served the function of exposing Americans to the tea ceremony and educating them on 
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aspects of tea they may not have been aware of. Not just serving was on display, but so were the 

types of tea and the production process.106 These buildings all had some form of education on 

traditional Japan tied into their functionality, in addition to being aesthetically pleasing. 

A similar narrative of tradition was spun for the other buildings in the main pavilion area. 

The “Kinkaku Café”, one of the few buildings built by private entities, was modelled loosely 

after Kinkaku-ji in Kyoto.107 It was made clear to visitors the history of the original and how 

spectacular it was that they were able to recreate this “temple from the Ashikaga Era 500 years 

ago.”108 The main office, similarly, was “like a daimyo’s palace from 400 years ago.”109 While it 

is certainly true that these structures were created from imported materials and recreated similar 

traditional buildings in Japan, they were also not 1:1 recreations. For the exhibit to withstand the 

amount of people wandering in and out for seven months, these buildings were modified heavily, 

from their foundations to the sliding doors. Though they were presented as traditional 

architectural replicas, these buildings were altered to appeal to American audiences as well as 

withstand heavy use for as long as the fair was open. 

South of the Japanese Pavilion was the exhibit entitled “Fair Japan” on The Pike (Figs. 7, 

9), yet another location that curated what was “Japan.” This area was known as a simple 

amusement area, with shops, cafes, and events for every exhibit along the road.110 These 

shopping areas were also among those built by private enterprises and represented a more 

‘popular’ side of Japan. Along with these shops, there were entertainment houses that housed 
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translated Kabuki performances like “Tsuchi-gumo” for American audiences.111 This was likely 

promoted as a traditional art form of Japan dating back centuries. Those who saw it said that “It’s 

interesting because it’s weird, but also interesting because of its historical meaning.”112 

However, the entrance to Fair Japan was both the most impressive structure of the Japanese 

exhibits and the most heavily tailored for the American audience: Nikko Gate, which stood as 

one of the tallest buildings on The Pike.113 For many Americans, this sort of large and 

ostentatious display was the Japan they longed to see. This is true of even David Francis, who 

states, “A picture of real Japan was seen on the Pike.”114 This “Fair Japan” became the name 

most associated with the Japanese exhibit as a whole, even though it was only a small part of the 

larger picture of the image of “Japan.” 

However, there is one more “Japanese” exhibit at the fair, in that it involved people 

newly subjugated into the Japanese Empire. While this exhibit was not run under their flag, nor 

labelled as Japanese, the ways in which Japan was involved, or rather how it wasn’t, in the Ainu 

Village under the Anthropological Exhibit is significant and should also be considered among 

the exhibits that were specifically run and endorsed by Japan. 

 

Anthropological Japan 

 The Japanese aspect of the Anthropology Exhibit was influenced by their showing of 

peoples in 1903, but the St. Louis exhibit represented Japan without overtly being controlled by 
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the Japanese delegation themselves. The display of Ainu people at the 1904 World’s Fair was 

controlled by Frederick Starr (1858-1933) under the guise of wanting to display as many remote 

peoples of the world as possible.115 Though this exhibit was endorsed by and in some ways 

influenced by Japan and the work done in the 1903 fair, due to the criticisms the anthropology 

section of 1903, Japan did not run or promote this exhibit. It was intentionally left in the hands of 

the Americans and was not intended to sway visitors on way or another toward Japan. This lack 

of Japanese oversight benefitted Japan in unexpected ways, and the Ainu themselves in others. 

 The original plan for the anthropology exhibit at the fair was far more ambitious. “It was 

originally intended that there should be a great congress of primitive races at the St Louis fair, 

but the enterprise was abandoned because of its expensiveness” which amounted to around two 

million dollars.116 The list was quickly narrowed down due to these budget constraints. The 

Chief of the fair’s Department of Anthropology, WJ McGee (1853-1912), narrowed this list 

down to just three peoples: the Ainu, Patagonian giants, and Pygmies of Central Africa.117 

McGee appointed Starr to be the envoy to Japan, sending him off to secure the voluntary 

participation of eight to ten native Ainu.118 This exhibit was aided by Tsuboi Shōgorō, the same 

anthropologist who helped organize the Human Pavilion in 1903.119 With Tsuboi’s help, Starr 

was able to get the peoples he desired for the exhibit and take them back to the U.S.. Though this 

exhibit was not entirely what Starr nor McGee intended, with assistance such as Tsuboi’s, the 
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anthropological exhibit in St. Louis was the most extensive at any fair to date surpassing 

Chicago’s exhibits and earlier “human exhibitions” such as those from 1889.120 This exhibit was 

able to focus on its goal to showcase the lesser known peoples of the world by scaling down; 

while this gave visitors less to look at, their reactions were far more focused in turn. 

 For the Ainu themselves, this was their first contact with a world outside of their own 

home and that of an increasingly imperial Japan. This was the first time for Americans to 

encounter these peoples as well.121 Those that were left behind held funerary rights upon their 

departure, concerned for the very real possibility they would never return.122 Within the fair, 

however, the Ainu were mostly allowed to continue on with their lives and their customs. While 

some of these customs were no doubt enhanced for an audience, such as he “lack of hell, nor 

laws”, the facial tattoos, not taking a husband’s name upon marriage to name a few.123 

Regardless, the people were mostly left to live their lives, just on display. “Women upon arrival 

expected to set up home, produce food and clothing, and create “authentic” experience for 

fairgoers,” and this was the reality for all the groups that were brought to St. Louis.124 Especially 

in regard to the reactions provided to these peoples’ appearances, it becomes clear that the 

narrative of “remoteness” placed upon the Ainu was overemphasized. The Ainu were supposed 

to be hairy and more native than they actually were, which was a byproduct of Japan’s own 

colonialism, but Starr wrote it off that the average American had no clue what they were 

“supposed” to look like.125 Still, echoes of this shift in appearance from hairy to clean emerge 
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throughout visitor reactions to the Ainu. Their first contact with the world was already informed 

by Japan’s colonialism and by Starr’s own expectations of what they should have looked like 

before Japan began to change their way of life.   

Those who saw the exhibit as spectators had similar reactions to Starr, as they were 

expecting hairy and primitive peoples of remote Japan. By and large, the main reaction of many 

was surprise. These people of remote regions of Japan shared fewer similarities with Japanese 

and more with the tribal nations of North America, which was further reinforced by the two 

groups’ interactions during their free time away from the exhibits.126 These people were 

supposedly the hairiest race among all races, a narrative perpetuated by Starr himself though he 

had discovered this was not the reality of the colonized indigenous people.127 Starr went on to 

share his notes for .75 cents a copy, titled “The Ainu Group at the St Louis Exposition,” further 

perpetuating this false narrative of hairiness.128 Visitors, however, created their own narrative; 

they compared the Ainu against the Patagonians, stating the Ainu were “not as dirty, nor nearly 

as lazy.”129 It seemed the reality of these people (in the eyes of fairgoers) is that they were 

certainly exotic and new, but the narrative that they were somehow this backwards, hairy race 

was not quite as easily believed as Starr might have wanted. 

Regardless of all the negatives of the Ainu exhibit, their presence at the fair actually 

served in some ways to benefit them. While they were only allowed to wander the fair freely 

outside of “performance” times, outside of those they were allowed to interact with all the Native 

Americans present and other races displayed amongst the “remote peoples” section of the 
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anthropology exhibit.130 In addition, their presence in St. Louis, thanks to the lack of official 

Japanese oversight, gave the Ainu people a reprieve from the colonial regulations being forced 

upon them.131 While they were a point of fascination for many people who stopped to watch their 

lives on display, there were many more freedoms they were afforded thanks to being free of 

Japanese rule for a few short months.  

Without the stamp of Japanese approval, it is easy to think that Japan had very little sway 

over the narrative that formed around the display of the Ainu. The reality is that Japan took many 

liberties with this narrative to spin it in their own favor, which likely would have been harder to 

do had they controlled the exhibit. Instead of being the harsh colonial overlords of the Ainu, 

Japan could paint the narrative that they were aligning with imperial values by collaborating with 

American anthropologists to create an exhibit that could appeal to countries with long-stretching 

imperial histories.132 This narrative also allowed for an easy comparison to the Native Americans 

which Hoshi Hajime pushed for in his book to appeal to Americans more.133 Japan was, by 

perpetuating this narrative of collaboration and comparison, able to situate themselves as a 

developed nation and place the Ainu within their developing empire as one of their reformation 

projects.134 By passing the oversight onto Americans, Japan assumed no risk if the exhibit failed 

and had everything to gain from the success of showing the Ainu off to a Western public.  

Removing themselves from controlling an exhibit that could have, if handled poorly, 

received similarly abysmal press as their own exhibit in 1903 was a move that ultimately 

benefitted Japan. By allowing Frederick Starr to take on all the risk as a Western voice of 
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colonialism, Japan was allowed to shape the narrative in a positive light for the nation. With 

American anthropologists shaping the narrative and controlling the exhibit, the Ainu were briefly 

given a reprieve from their colonial rulers, which allowed for more freedom in the seven months 

the fair was open, both in their lives and their ability to move throughout the fairgrounds. Taking 

themselves out of the picture as colonial overlords allowed Japan to showcase their benevolence, 

collaboration, and modernity as a nation that could subjugate other peoples while also learning 

from the Western powers that came before. This was not the only label that Japan managed to 

avoid to its own benefit; the other label it avoided, that of being part of “Asia,” is perhaps even 

more significant to the image of “Japan” in 1904.   

 

Asia at the Fair 

 When looking at the various foreign exhibits at this fair, and fairs in general, the category 

of “Asia” in any capacity can become difficult to define at best, and orientalist at worst. As Japan 

had control of the Formosan (Taiwanese) pavilion, their exhibit was displayed as a country under 

the control of a colonial power. The same was true of exhibits such as British-controlled India, 

but China was a different matter. Though it had lost Formosa during the Sino-Japanese War of 

1895, China was still a pillar of Eastern trade, yet it was still part of the category of “Asia” along 

with the other colonial-controlled countries of the surrounding area. Though China controlled 

and built its own officially sanctioned exhibit at the fair, the ways that their exhibit was viewed 

was different in comparison to the reactions to the Japanese exhibits. The ways in which Japan 

remained “Japan” but China was put easily into the category of “Asia” in the depictions of their 

exhibits at the fair, shows the issues of tradition and modernity as defined by Western gaze. 
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 Part of this distinction came from the efforts of the Japanese delegation. While planning 

out their own exhibits, Japan was very careful to avoid recreating the older temples and pagodas, 

stating they belonged too closely to Japan’s previous lineage with China.135 Additionally, 

following the first Sino-Japanese War, Japan was quick to separate itself from China in as a 

superior colonial power, which was heavily stressed in the subsequent fairs.136 With the 1904 

World’s Fair being the first representation by China in which the Qing Chinese government 

sanctioned an official exhibit, which Japan had been doing ever since the stark realization in 

1867 that, in order to be seen as legitimate, a nation must host its own exhibit as a unified entity, 

which was defined as a nation-state by the West.137 At that same fair in 1867, Japan and China 

held roughly the same international status, which meant they held similarly sized display space 

in correspondence with their lesser status of the time.138 By 1904, Japan boasted seven acres 

worth of space while any notes on the space China held are notably absent, and while the 

distribution of space in accordance to hierarchy was not emphasized in St. Louis, the concept 

was still present.139 The comparisons of these two nations were both created and perpetuated by 

Japan itself, but they were also propagated by those who saw the Chinese exhibits for 

themselves.  

 For China, though the country had exhibited in other places before 1904, it was largely 

presented to China rather than by China. Much like the exhibit in 1862 that trivialized Japan as 

trinkets, the displays of Chinese wares in in 1867 were kept under glass to prevent “contagions” 
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from being spread, and largely presented China as alien and unknowable.140 By 1904, their 

exhibit space and the ways China was displayed had also changed drastically, and they created 

their own display under the guidance of the Commissioner-General to Asia, John Barrett, who 

was one of the many chosen by the L.P.E. Company to represent and negotiate with the foreign 

attendants.141 With Barrett’s help, China was able to create their own palace in the space allotted 

to them, as well as hold festivals in and around The Pike. Though the Qing government was 

technically running the exhibit, they were not allowed to present the full exhibit they had 

designed, thanks to their commissioner and the requests of the L.P.E. Company shaping what 

kind of narrative of “China” was told.142 This altered narrative also vastly influenced their other 

exhibits, such as those in the Palace of Liberal Arts as well as Varied Industries143. Though 

China was now presenting in an official capacity, their story was still being influenced heavily 

by outside opinions and representatives. 

 Regardless of these issues with presentation, the reactions of the visitors that came and 

went throughout the Chinese palace also shaped Western opinions of China, whose opinions 

were a mix of positive and negative. Prince Pu Lun (1874-1927), the Qing Chinese Crown 

Prince, and his presence at the fair is considered the first successful royal envoy of China to the 

United States.144 Arriving with Wong Kai Kah as his translator, the prince was welcoming and 

eager to interact with the West.145 The traditional clothing they wore was also enthralling to the 
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general public, due to the sheer quantity, the bright colors, and the quality of their clothing.146 

For the most part, this traditional clothing was curious as well as inviting for your average 

fairgoer. Visitor accounts of his attendance paint him as a welcoming person who expected no 

sort of Chinese dignitary customs, especially not the kowtow.147 This was in stark contrast to the 

various dignitaries that visited the exhibit, which painted the prince in a more negative light. 

Press accounts of the prince’s presence had to contend with not only other dignitaries who found 

his ways backwards and outdated, but also a rising tide of anti-Chinese sentiments among the 

average American. The delegation was depicted as unyielding and difficult when the Great 

British envoys that came to greet the Prince were dismissed and they painted the prince as 

someone who made all his guests kowtow.148 Tensions at the time, as well as the fact that visitors 

remark on China presenting more tradition than Japan did perhaps was to China’s detriment in 

the end.149 The traditional representation, which was likely emphasized by Barrett and the L.P.E. 

Company as they asked for more traditional representations of many countries, Japan included, 

led to these mixed reactions where some guests adored the traditions, and others wanted this 

lavish Chinese envoy gone from their city. 

 Even with this mixed reaction, China stood as its own nation above those that were part 

of colonial empires, such as Formosa and The Pike exhibit of ‘Mysterious Asia.’ Formosa, 

gaining the label of the “most southerly possession of the empire,” a label given to them by an 

increasingly colonial Japan.150 This pavilion, which existed inside of Japan’s space, served as not 

only an advertisement for Japan’s empire, but also for the goods (such as tea) that could come 
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from the colony.151 The building itself went through several steps of design, first through the 

Government of Formosa to ensure it was clearly distinguishable from Kinkaku Café, but also 

was reviewed by Japanese officials in order to subsidize it.152 Aside from tea, various products 

such as hemp and pineapple fiber were displayed as useful agricultural products of the colony.153 

By controlling the Formosan exhibit within the Japanese space, it was made clear to fairgoers 

that this country was a colony,  rather than a nation that could stand on its own. Though this label 

made Formosa a lesser country by Western standards, by being presented by Japan they were 

also able to avoid being placed in with exhibits such as ‘Mysterious Asia,’ an exhibit that was 

part of a larger sense of “displays of ethnologic character.”154 While these displays were often 

typical of fairs around the turn of the century, it was to a country’s advantage to be separated 

from them. It was even better if the country was represented as a freestanding nation even within 

the “Asia” category.  

 When looking at “Asia” as a whole, Japan’s motivations to be separated from that 

category are rooted in the desire to avoid being considered traditional by Western standards. 

Japan portrayed itself as less traditional than China, and it had control over Formosa within its 

own exhibit, both of which helped contribute to Japan earning the label of “Japan” rather than 

“Asia.” This cultural and territorial push against being lumped into the category of being another 

part of a larger, oriental whole, helped Japan be in charge of their own image in ways China and 

the colonial nations of Asia simply couldn’t. The image they created was an image of “Japan,” 

not as an Asian country that was unable to push past tradition into modernity. This narrative they 
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crafted as an independent, imperial nation, ultimately helped set Japan outside of this category 

and give Japan the ability to tell their own story.   

 

Creating the Image of “Japan” 

 

The Image of “Fair Japan” 

 

 While the exhibits put on by Japan were far larger in scale than the exhibit on The Pike, 

the name “Fair Japan” has become synonymous with the whole of their exhibit rather than the 

one part. Considering the entrance gate, it is possible that both this name and the eye-catching 

qualities of this portion of the exhibit stood out most to visitors and remained a point of interest 

beyond the fair. Beyond The Pike, when considering the whole of Japan’s exhibits throughout 

the L.P.E, each portion functioned for different reasons and for different audiences. “Fair Japan” 

functioned for a different audience than did the Japanese Pavilion, as did the exhibit in the Palace 

of Varied Industries. The types of “Japan” presented in these separate entities as unified under 

one flag all vary depending on the audience for each section of their display. 

 Throughout these various displays, a specific narrative of Japanese history was weaved 

throughout them, which had been created to benefit and enhance Japan’s superiority as a nation. 

This narrative   shines the brightest when looking at the books printed specifically for Western 

audiences. In Japan in the 20th Century, a self-proclaimed, “publication specifically compiled for 

foreign readers…of economic and other affairs of Japan [that] have not existed” Yamawaki 

perpetuated these narratives, which were those of the Meiji government as a whole, for a 

Western audience both within and beyond the L.P.E..155 The textbook-like writing within tells a 
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story of Japanese supremacy, of an unbroken family line and states that, with this strength behind 

their rulers, Japan was, “never once during these two thousand years and a half has the country 

been desecrated by foreign aggression," a statement that subtly undermined Europe’s own 

history.156 While enhancing the Imperial line, these narratives also had to contend with the 

former military government of the shogunate and the ways in which that challenged this Imperial 

narrative. While Japan owed much of her history and cultural supremacy to the previous era, 

justified in many texts through statements such as, “Japan reached the acme of her ancient 

greatness during the Tokugawa Dynasty" this greatness was not solely the achievement of the 

shogunate.157 Even with these military figures at the forefront, “the emperors remained even 

during those periods of military ascendency" and their true authority always something to be 

“regarded as sacred and inviolable.”158 It was only thanks to Commodore Perry that Japan could 

see the error of her ways to cling to the past. With no hesitation, no halting, and no looking 

backward, the entire nation awoke and moved forward into modernity.159 Between these texts, 

the narrative that is presented is a sanitized version of events, as if all of Japan realized the error 

of its ways from its past and is now moving with precision toward the future as a whole. Keeping 

this narrative in mind as one perpetuated by many of the Japanese who helped create and run 
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these exhibits, it provides an insight into the ways in which Japan was not only embracing 

tradition in some ways but also pushing those traditions aside to progress into modernity. 

 When Japan decided to send an official exhibit to the 1904 World’s Fair, this decision 

also came with expectations from those that were hosting the fair. The U.S. wanted an image of 

Japan that was traditional, which came in the form of the many replicated buildings from Japan’s 

history and various structures beyond the main Pavilion.160 Since this request for tradition came 

from Americans, however, these buildings diverged from exact replicas and instead presented an 

image of tradition that existed in the minds of the West. The main office of the Japanese Pavilion 

provides the most obvious example of altered tradition. Even though the Pavilion was meant to 

replicate a building from over five hundred years prior, the floors were covered in carpet and the 

ceilings were made of green satin and brightly painted with gold crests.161 There was also glass 

affixed to the shoji doors in order to keep them protected both from the elements and from those 

who were not accustomed to using them.162 These modifications both strengthened the buildings 

but also kept them in pristine condition for the seven months of visitors, and the addition of 

bright paint explicitly pandered to this Western audience. These buildings may have been 

presented traditional but in truth they represented a shift away from tradition in order to appeal 

more to an audience that has only ever seen stereotypical representations of Japan. This helped 

Japan not only comply with the request for tradition but also take control of how their exhibit 

defined what tradition meant.  

 In addition to the Pavilion, the most spectacular form of altered tradition came in the 

form of the ostentatious replica of the Yōmeimon at Nikko Temple that was erected on The Pike 
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(Fig. 4). This gate was the crowning jewel in the creation of a Japan for America. This gate was 

also presented as a traditional replica, though many changes were made from the original. Rising 

above the Pike and adorning the gate, “dragons could be seen on the vermillion pillars. It was 

more opulent and a flashier rendering than the real gate, with praise being given that it was, 

‘rising to be brilliant and magnificent.’”163 It impressed the historian Marshall Everett so much 

that he parroted the phrase taught to him by the Japanese who ran the exhibits, "Until you have 

seen Nikko, you must not say Kekko," meaning that all was not well until a visitor had seen this 

gate.164 Enshrouded in reds and golds, the Nikko Gate was a towering monument to Japanese 

tradition as well as superiority, outshining the original in a display made especially for Sr. Louis. 

This gate, to Western eyes, was a true replica of the original, a traditional gate of Japan, when in 

reality it was altered, gilded, and enlarged in order to impress and pander to a Western audience. 

 

Fig. 4- Postcard of Yōmeimon made for St. Louis  
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Beyond these physical representations specifically made for Americans, there were also 

narratives similar to those in Japan in the 20th Century being perpetuated within the Palace 

displays. The newspaper exhibit pushed an image of Japan that very carefully curated for an 

English-reading audience. Serving largely to introduce fairgoers to the Japanese exhibits and the 

people who made them, the English side of this newspaper presented a very clear image of a 

curated “Japan.” It boasted the claim that this is the “first and only commercial journal published 

in New York with Japanese type” and while it did inform readers of the war and the superiority 

of Japan over “Asia,” it failed to serve those readers with anything that could be considered 

news.165 The Japanese side told a completely different story, seeking rather to inform Japanese 

about the affairs of the world. The Japanese side opened with a full page spread about the 

“Passions of Our Manufacturers” and the “Visitors Since the Opening Ceremony,” boasting the 

numbers of visitors who had come every day through April and May, in spite of the downturn of 

economy at the fair’s opening.166 This side of the paper also included “The Home Country 

News” telling Japanese who were in attendance at the general goings on back home, as well as a 

“Russo-Japanese War Report” that tells of great victories during the war.167 The advertisements 

of the two sides were also dramatically different, with the Japanese side full of ads for all sorts of 

things for almost two pages, while the English side was only told to visit the Pike and to buy 

Hoshi’s book in a half page spread.  The Japanese side served as a newspaper should, delivering 

current events and keeping readers up to date, while the English side delivered stories more than 

anything. Looking at these two halves, it becomes evident that Japan was more interested in 

pushing tradition and innovation onto its English readers than giving them actual news. 
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 When it came to the other exhibits in the Palaces, these were the places in which Japan 

could push beyond tradition and move closer to the label of modern. Showcasing everything 

from their telegraph system to their modified education system, Japan pushed to show the world 

that it too was a modern nation. However, many of these exhibits (such as in Varied Industries) 

still pandered to the request for tradition. With exhibits housed within traditional rooms and 

showcasing ancient arts, Japan expertly weaved a “veneer of tradition” into many of their 

exhibits.168 By pandering to these “traditional” images and warping them in Japan’s favor to 

draw Western audiences in, Japan could not only push its narrative of “untouched culture” from 

the days of limited contact with the outside world, it could also use these fairs as opportunities to 

absorb and re-invent the technologies of the West.169 It became part of a three-pronged approach 

of adopting the paradigm of the West as a universal pillar of civilization, showing Japan as 

civilized on own terms, and reinforcing exotic stereotypes in these pandering ways.170 This 

approach allowed Japan to avoid being slotted into one category over the other, thus avoiding the 

pitfalls of being too traditional while also being seen as progressive. By combining modern 

elements in with traditional ones, Japan created an exhibit that not only drew in a Western 

audience, but also kept their attention with new and exciting innovations. With exhibits focusing 

not only on different aspects of Japanese culture, both traditional and progressive, Japan’s 

displays drew in a wider audience than would have been possible had all the exhibits focused on 

tradition alone. As Japan was one of the few foreign nations be given two separate areas in which 

to exhibit, these areas worked to Japan’s advantage to convey different messages to different 

audiences. 
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Why Have Two “Japans”? 

 

 Considering the various images of “Japan” present at the fair, one of the obvious 

differences between Japan’s exhibit and those of other foreign countries is that Japan chose to 

have two separate, government sanctioned exhibits. The first of these was the Pavilion, located 

near the Palaces where it was easy to attract visitors from those exhibits, and the second existed 

along The Pike (Fig. 5). Being a street-style group of exhibits, The Pike was also heavily 

trafficked by visitors, though when looking at the names of some of the exhibits (Mysterious 

Asia, Creation, to name a few) these were much more focused on side-show elements and 

concessions, rather than education as the rest of the fair seemed to focus on. That is not to say 

that concessions are not worthy of note, since Japan recouped most of their losses and make a 

profit off of concessions, which earned the World’s Fair as a whole around 2.8 million dollars.171 

Still, it was not classified as high-brow entertainment. Even David Francis goes so far as to call 

The Pike a place for “displays of ethnologic character.”172 Though statements such as this do not 

stand up to contemporary scrutiny, these displays were not all that The Pike held, or else no 

country would have had any desire to exhibit there. However, there was a major difference 

between the types of people who wandered the Palaces versus The Pike: The Pike almost 

exclusively to the lower classes. This division between the Palaces and The Pike appeared in 

various other ways, but this class divide is at the heart of the contrast between the audiences for 

these exhibits.  
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Fig. 5- Bird’s-eye View of The Pike, the Amusement Place of the World’s Fair, St. Louis, U.S.A 

 

The contrast between the Pike and the main fair can be seen not only in the types of 

exhibits displayed there but also the souvenirs that still circulate among collectors. The main 

expo contained the Palaces and the state and country buildings, where guests were often invited 

for special ceremonies or to meet with dignitaries of the country, such as Prince Pu Lun in 

China’s exhibition and a reception for the Mayor of St. Louis, held in the Japanese gardens.173 

For Francis, “A visit to the Japanese garden was a visit to Japan.”174 The scenery as well as the 

exceptionality of these gardens impressed many who visited, but this kind of quote could only 

have come from someone who had the privilege to return again and again to the Japanese 

Pavilion.  
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That is because, although these spaces were open to visitors of all social rankings, they 

carried an air of elitism to them. For Japan, the veneer of tradition that had been painted over 

their exhibits,  and the promotion of “Japonesque” imagery within their pavilion, tea houses, and 

gardens, created an image of untouched culture that felt removed from modern society.175 The 

fact that the tea ceremonies themselves were performed “geisha,” wearing traditional clothing as 

they served helped enhance this image of cultural elitism.176 Anyone could see these beautiful 

buildings and these women, but only certain people saw the full range of the image of “Japan” 

and meet the minds behind the exhibit, as well as any important emissaries that came to visit.  

On the Pike, rather than elite dinners and receptions, there were instead snippets of (often 

stereotypical) culture as well as shops and cafes where anyone could wander from one corner of 

the world to the other within an evening. While the entirety of the L.P.E. was open to all, the 

main exposition was so expansive that it required multiple days, even pressing into multiple 

weeks to explore- 10 and 11 days, respectively- while The Pike served to entertain and delight 

anyone of any class for an evening or two, with the Official Guide closing their account of each 

night with a stroll along The Pike.177 The guide’s author, M.J. Lowenstein, also called The Pike a 

“…story-book land. All creeds and customs are there. Six thousand nondescript characters have 

stepped from the leaves of history, travel, and various fiction, to salute you in reality" with all of 

the exhibits being labelled as ‘amusements.’178 The Pike, due to its small size in comparison to 
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the rest of the fair, was much easier to traverse in a short amount of time for those who were 

either passing through St. Louis or were limited on funds as well as time. The fact that several 

diaries reference returning to The Pike multiple times shows that not only was it a place of 

entertainment, shopping, and relaxation, but it was also an area that was worth repeated visits.  

 The souvenirs that remain after the fair also tell a story of patronage and attendance, as 

well as provide insight into the current events of 1904. For Japan’s main pavilion and exhibits in 

the Palaces, the best souvenirs of these displays are in photographic form, in magazines, 

chronicles of the fair, and small guidebooks. The world was fascinated with Japan’s pavilion, 

photographing the gardens as well as the birds eye view from the top of the Ferris Wheel. In 

addition to photographs, there were also many ads and postcards given out to try and drum up 

public interest in Japanese goods, many of which were printed in Hajime Hoshi’s book that was 

also circulated amongst the general public. Among the postcards, lithographs, and stereographs 

that still exist, the most prominent of Japan’s exhibits depicted on them is the fantastic Nikko 

Gate (Fig. 4). The restaurant inside this exhibit also gave out pins, inviting visitors to “celebrate 

Japanese victory” at the Fair Japan Restaurant on the Pike.179  This is one of the few references 

to the fact that Japan was in the middle of a war with Russia at the same time as the fair, 

something which is noted only in popular literature and diaries.  

 Concerning the souvenirs produced by the U.S., more camp and gimmick was put into 

the souvenirs from the Pike than the ones available to purchase from the Palaces. Milton Bradley 

published a board game to allow visitors, or those who could not attend, the chance to play out 

scenarios as one might, strolling “Down the Pike with Mrs. Wiggs.”180  Buttons were also given 
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out to invite the public to celebrate a specific country’s designated day of celebration and are a 

very common souvenir.  There are even buttons celebrating the fact that the visitor is heading to 

The Pike, with the reverse an image of despair at having “Been to The Pike” implying how tragic 

it is to have left.181 These buttons and cheap souvenirs often came from The Pike or asked 

patrons to visit shops along it, functioning as marketing tools for countries to peddle their goods 

to visitors of all classes.  

 As for the quantity of these simple souvenirs, their numbers pale in comparison to the 

amount of china and glass wares that still exists and are still collected today. These range from 

personalized ruby glass pitchers to medals displaying the faces of Jefferson and Napoleon side 

by side.182 These goods mostly came from the Palaces where states and countries could show off 

their handiwork and recoup some of the money they put into their exhibition. These plates and 

cups served as higher end souvenirs, often from well-known potters or gilded in one way or 

another to show off the wealth of the person who bought them, many of which were personalized 

with a name under the title of the fair. Though these items were more expensive than those given 

out on The Pike, the personalization, portability, and the branding of a souvenir specifically from 

the fair made them more appealing as collectibles. 

The class divide between the audiences for these sections of the fair explains why Japan 

dedicated just as much time to their exhibits on the Pike as they did to their own designated 

space by the Palaces. While the Pike may be stereotypical and a reflection of the values of the 
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time, it was just as valuable to cater to the common members of society there as it was to rub 

elbows with mayors and senators back in their own pavilion. It is not a question of whether or 

not it was demeaning to exhibit to the lower class and often pandering setting of the Pike, but 

instead a necessity to ensure that the entire breadth of fairgoers could experience the image that 

was Japan.  

 

Japan in Comparison 

 

The Impact of “Japan” 

 After understanding the audiences of these various exhibits, it becomes necessary to 

define whether this image of “Japan” was a solitary image, or whether Japan was intentionally 

comparing itself against others. Considering that image was created by contrasting modernity 

against tradition, the comparison comes from the contemporary definition of those words in 

1904. Therefore, it is important to remember the various countries against which these 

definitions were compared and thus understand that Japan was not creating its image in isolation 

but rather in reaction to those countries that boosted or hindered their idea of progress. While it 

was necessary for Japan to showcase traditional aspects of their culture, their narrative took these 

traditions and emphasized Japan’s progress toward modernity above all else. This emphasis 

using terms defined by Western ideals was used to showcase an image of Japan was far closer to 

Europe than Asia.  

 In order to get a full scope of reactions of the Western eyes that took in the fair, it is also 

necessary to see how Japan was compared against these countries they were either avoiding or 

trying to be included with. The avoidance of “Asia,” the competition with Europe, the odd 
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dynamic with Russia, and finally the competition with the U.S. all help define whether or not 

these reactions by every day fairgoers mattered in the long run. Whether “Japan” was conveyed 

or not first depends upon how Japan was viewed against others. 

 

Compared to Asia 

 Japan set itself apart from “Asia” very successfully, in that it was never lumped into the 

category along with China. This is, as previously discussed, due in large part to Japanese efforts 

to distance themselves from China and Japan’s Chinese origins. By separating their modern 

narrative from the traditional one of China, Japan was able to break free of the label of “Asia.” 

Aside from Japan’s own narrative, however, there are various reactions that fairgoers and the 

powers that ran the fair that indicate that, during and after the fair, Japan pulled far ahead of 

China and earned their spot outside of “Asia.” 

 The use of a commissioner, by and large, played a massive role in the representation of a 

country. Though this representation was generally beneficial, the benefits for Western countries 

was far greater than others, as the commissioners’ desires more closely aligned with those 

Western countries. Japan had initially accepted John Barrett’s help as Commissioner-General to 

Asia when they first agreed to officially participate in 1904, though this was a short-lived 

acceptance.183 They soon after dismissed Barrett, objecting “because of some remarks which Mr. 

Barrett had made about the Japanese” and appointed their own commissioner, Seiichi Tejima 

who was based in the U.S. at the time.184 This decision to appoint their own commissioner 
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benefitted Japan, and the decision to keep Barrett was detrimental to China. By allowing Barrett 

to represent them to the company, China ceded their rights to control their own exhibit which 

negatively impacted the portrayal and narrative of their display. By not allowing foreigners to 

shape the narrative of an Eastern nation, Japan shaped its own narrative. During his opening 

dedication, Commissioner Tejima spoke of Japan in company with the other powers of the 

world, which would not have occurred under a Western commissioner.185 By refusing the help of 

an “outsider” and only allowing Japan to be represented by itself, it avoided the same missteps 

China did by trusting Barrett to act in Asia’s best interest.  

 Japan was swift to point out the flaws of China, especially when these flaws emphasized 

the superiority of the Japanese over the rest of Asia. The narrative that, “Japan has, for more than 

2,550 years, been ruled by the same Imperial Family without a solitary break in the succession” 

was designed to make the broken lines of China and Korea seem weak and lacking the fortitude 

to be strong, unified nations.186 This narrative continues, giving China and Korea credit for 

teaching Japan enough to get the country started, but dismissed any further connections by 

emphasizing that European nations also did this during medieval times, which intentionally 

failed to acknowledge the true roots of Japan.187 This narrative, though loosely based in historical 

fact, was the leading narrative of Japan in 1904 and was successfully wielded as a weapon 

against “Asia.”  

Their newspaper was also eager to portray China as a lesser country. As the editors of the 

paper and a large portion of the curators of the image of “Japan,” the digs they take at Prince Pu 
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Lun and China show how hard Japan was pushing against the label of “Asia.” Calling his display 

of money “reckless and foolish” and stating it is the only reason “he is everywhere welcomed 

and flattered” shows how little they thought of the Prince’s presence, though Japan invited one of 

their own Princes to the fair as a dignitary.188 Though Prince Pu Lun’s presence was remarkable 

to many, to Japan he was merely perpetuating an “Asia” they wanted no part of. This newspaper 

even goes so far to say that by the standard of what is “Western” (buoyancy, optimism, 

undaunted-ness) versus “Eastern” (old, decadent, backward) that Japan “deserves no longer to be 

catalogued under the Far East.”189 The historical narrative mixed with this idea that Japan holds 

no company with “lesser” countries like China was the image Japan sought to put forth with its 

publications, portraying “Asia” as a fate to be avoided at all costs. 

Attendants of the fair also compared the Chinese exhibits with Japan’s. A sculptor’s son 

who attended despaired at China’s display in the Liberal Arts section, saying that too much 

emphasis was placed on the time and effort used to craft and called the whole exhibit “topsy 

turvy.”190 In comparison, he spoke positively and emphatically about the craftsmanship of 

Japanese work. Another, a carpenter, was so fascinated by Prince Pu Lun’s palace that he took 

detailed notes of the exhibit.191 He also noted the dangers of Formosa, a narrative that was no 

doubt manipulated by the Japanese government to play up the colonial aspects of their empire. 

He writes that, “…in Formosa, the mail carrier is armed with sword and rifle for his own 

protection” showing the “dangers” of colonies.192 He had little to say about Japanese work, but 

he was impressed by the people involved in their exhibit. The ways that China and Formosa were 
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portrayed, both of which were influenced by powers outside of their own authority, served as a 

counter against which Japan could look splendid.  

 There is also the scale of evolution against which many countries were measured, thanks 

in part to the efforts of the anthropological exhibit. This scale gave fairgoers and guide makers a 

gauge against which modernity could be measured. This scale putting Americans at the top and 

the Ainu at the bottom, also gives an insight into why “Asia” was a category to be avoided.193 

Japan was classified neatly in third, below the western powers of the world, but ranked three 

levels above China.194 Though both these countries were rated well above the indigenous peoples 

the fact that China sits much lower than Japan is striking. With China only just beginning to take 

control of the narrative of its exhibits, and Japan functioning well with their own colony and a 

longer history at fairs, it is easy to see why the nations were ranked as such by Western eyes. By 

controlling their own narrative, Japan set themselves apart from China not only in terms of 

modernity but also in terms of evolution.  

 These comparisons served to aide Japan in breaking out of the box of “Asia” both in 

terms of the message Japan tried to convey but also in terms of the reception of “Asia” on the 

parts of those who were passing through. “Asia,” however, is only one small part of the picture 

that Japan was fighting against in order to be known as a nation worthy of recognition. Beyond 

Asia, the ways in which Japan also compared itself against Europe and the country that hosted 

the fair of 1904 create the rest of the image of Japan and how this image was received.  
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Compared to Europe 

 If the U.S. was not the world power that Japan was trying to catch up with, the 

powerhouse nations of Europe that helped inform the formation of the Meiji government 

certainly were. In this regard, the U.S. and Japan were not unequal, but instead competing with 

each other for the same place at the table. When looking at the countries that are most often 

referred to, those are Germany, Great Britain, and occasionally France. With these countries 

being those with long histories of participating in and hosting World’s Fairs, it makes sense that 

Japan felt the need to compete with them. Looking at the many quotes of the fair by David 

Francis, he truly thought the U.S. had made steps toward being a world power with this fair, but 

whether or not Japan did the same requires a more substantial comparison. 

 In regard to France, though the country had held many spectacular World’s Fairs that left 

lasting impacts on the country and the culture of fairs overall, it is only mentioned very sparingly 

when writers rank the most successful exhibits. In both Manufactures and Mining and 

Metallurgy France ranked highly on the list of nations that exhibited well and showed off their 

resources to their advantage.195 Still, their exhibits are rarely compared to any other, especially 

Japan’s, which may indicate that their participation in Osaka the year prior left them without the 

desire or the budget to fully present in St. Louis.196 This was not, however, the case with 

Germany or Great Britain.  

 Great Britain also presented a strong exhibit at the 1904 World’s Fair, though their 

strength lied in very specific areas rather than the whole of their exhibit. In addition to France, 

Britain also made a good showing in Mines and Metallurgy with their exhibit, but their true 
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strength was in the arts.197 When ranking the exhibits in the Palace of Fine Arts, the 

Cosmopolitan ranked the U.S. first in terms of quality and quantity, but Britain was a strong 

second.198 It’s not surprising that a U.S. magazine rank their own country as first, so the second 

and third places are far more important to consider in this regard. In third place was Japan199, 

right behind Great Britain.200 The magazine goes on to say that, “This will be a surprise to many 

persons. It would have surprised me to find that Japan was even occupying a fourth or fifth 

place…” so Japan earning a spot just under Britain in terms of art was remarkable for someone 

writing to a general audience.201 This art exhibit, however, is just about the only place where 

Japan and Great Britain are compared, as it seems Britain was also less interested in creating a 

grand exhibit for this fair, especially considering Britain was also one of the countries that fought 

for space in Osaka the year prior.202 While Great Britain was certainly notable in parts of their 

exhibits, the Western country that truly seemed to shine in all aspects of the 1904 World’s Fair 

was Germany. 

 Germany was the most impressive European power of the fair, not just in terms of 

comparisons but also in terms of the scale of the exhibit that they built. When looking at the 

foreign exhibitors at the fair and considering the expense of both buildings and exhibits, 

Germany ranked first in most amount spent, totaling around $690,000; Japan came in second, 

spending $630,765 in total- these expenses were double, triple, or more of any other country, 

including Great Britain.203 While Japan justified this expense by selling off most of their exhibit 
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fixtures and art by the end of most fairs they participated in there is no clear reason why 

Germany spent this much money on participating alone, other than perhaps a desire to be well-

known as the Western power of the fair to be compared against.204 This theory is evidenced by 

Germany’s exuberant participation in Osaka. Germany’s exhibit in 1903 was the largest 

produced by a foreign nation, followed by the U.S..205 With two impressive showings less than a 

year apart, Germany had a vested interest in showing their power both in Osaka as well as St. 

Louis. 

 While the ability to create two grand exhibits was impressive, what Germany did with 

their exhibits and the comparisons made therein are far more important. Their exhibit in the 

Palace of Liberal Arts was noted to be the most interesting, giving Americans and visitors the 

chance to learn just why Germans were so thorough with all they did.206 The same fairgoer who 

ranked China so poorly, placed German art higher on the list than the Cosmopolitan did, which 

stated that for art, Germany, “does not lead as in so many other parts of this great Exposition.”207 

Where Germany seems to unanimously stand out, though, is in their exhibit in the Palace of 

Education. Visitors noted that St Louis and the U.S. were far lacking in this, with Germany being 

the most educational of these exhibits.208 The Cosmopolitan also ranked Germany first, noting 

that Germany far outshines the U.S., almost to a point of making the U.S. education system 

sound as if it has failed its young people.209 Germany also falls highly among nearly every other 
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ranking of the Palace exhibits, showing that US media not only saw the scale of their exhibit, but 

also knew that Germany had the U.S. far outpaced in terms of quality of their industries.  

 As mentioned before, Japan only fell behind Germany in terms of scale of expenditure, 

but quality of the exhibits was just as important as the scale. The scale of Japan’s exhibit in 

Education is perhaps the best comparison of the two nations. While Germany’s display was 

invaluable in terms of teaching Americans what they lacked, the Japanese education system had 

reporters despairing at America’s deficits. The fact that the Japanese education system was run 

by a full department, rather than a “petty bureau” was astounding, as was the idea of compulsory 

education for a supposed 92% of Japanese children.210 Along with their exhibit in Education, 

Varied Industries was also a place of amazement for visitors. Though German art was favored 

highly here, the author notes that the Japanese handiwork was “simply marvelous” and created 

by people “determined to succeed.”211 The fact that Japan used the entirety of the 50,320 square 

feet allotted to them in this Palace must have made this a truly impressive sight.212 When looking 

at these countries compared to the U.S., Japan was edging ahead of the U.S. in terms of their race 

toward European supremacy. This is evidenced by the reactions of reporters, namely The 

Cosmopolitan, which stated when viewing these exhibits that there was, “first surprise; then 

profound astonishment; then mortification: this describes the feelings which developed as I made 

my progress through the Exhibition, everywhere Germany and Japan displaying a superiority for 

which I confess, I was in no way prepared.”213 While Japan may have been behind Germany in 

terms of the impressiveness of their exhibits, the quality and the presentation was still far and 
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above many of the United States’ own work in the eyes of many who visited and saw the fair for 

themselves.  

By considering that Japan was not trying to impress the U.S., but instead was in direct 

competition with them for renown against Europe, Japan and the U.S. were equals. Perhaps even 

more than that, Japan was winning in terms of being compared more positively with Europe. 

Education was an especially high ranked point of contention, with the U.S. falling far behind 

both Germany and Japan. Though Japan was still ranked below most European nations, it still 

ranked rather favorably, with many accounts noting with surprise how high it ranked. Japan’s 

comparisons with Europe were largely in favor of both sides, with Europe dominating but Japan 

trailing not far behind. These were not the only impactful comparisons between Japan and 

Western powers, however, with the most unique comparison coming from those between Russia 

and Japan.  

 

Compared to Russia 

 Though Japan was considered favorably alongside European countries, the nation most 

impacted by these comparisons with Japan’s exhibit in 1904 was Russia. Beyond pins handed 

out to ‘Celebrate Japanese Victory’ and a brief mention in popular fiction of “a war that would 

stop the exhibit of most any other country” while referencing the Red Cross exhibit within 

Japan’s seven acres, there was very little mention of the Russo-Japanese War during the fair.214 

Many were amazed that Japan continued this exhibit in spite of the war, the same war that had 

affected Russia’s ability to participate.  The first victories against Russia coincided with the 
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opening of the fair, but there were many more blows dealt to Russia by Japan’s exhibit both 

before and after the opening.215 Russia’s decisions around and reactions to the war impacted not 

only Russia’s image as a Western power but also called into question the supremacy of a country 

that could not wage a war as well as exhibit.  

 Though it is not apparent what kind of message Russia wanted to convey in this fair, 

Russia was still comfortable in a position of Western supremacy before the fair’s opening. 

Though Russia and Japan’s relations were tense when the Osaka fair opened in 1903, Russia was 

still among the sixteen countries that exhibited within the foreign pavilion.216 These tensions had 

increased by the time Russia was planning for its exhibit in 1904, which were compounded by 

internal complications concerning the Russian state, as well as negative international sentiment. 

From an American perspective, Russia was disagreeable and difficult to deal with, refusing to 

commit to an official representation at the fair.217 From a Russian perspective, the refusal to 

commit and eventual decision to drop out was based on one large factor: they were seeking to 

avoid being shown up by the Japanese on an international forum.218 This led Russia to stay on 

the list of countries even as far into the planning stages as September of 1903, only to drop out at 

the last moment with minimal exhibits to show for the country.219 Though Russia had been a 

strong Western power up to this point, demanding whatever it pleased from countries that were 

considered inferior, when looking at the greater picture, Russian supremacy was slowly breaking 

apart at the seams, and continued to do so as the Japanese exhibit dominated the fair.  
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 Once Russia formally withdrew from participating in the fair, the same country it was 

going to war with was the one to take advantage of Russia’s lack of official presence. Once it 

was announced that the Russian space was given up and being auctioned off, Japan immediately 

took the lead, with Commissioner Ota asking on behalf of Japan for the Russian space.220 This 

space was not just the footprint afforded Russia to build a representation of their country, but 

also the spaces within the Palaces. Around 25% of this space that was given up was within the 

Palace of Fine Arts.221  The war with Russia set Japan back economically, but the fair became a 

defensive measure to maintain a strong national identity for an international audience.222 Japan 

was able to expand its display as well as its influence over fairgoers with the acquisition of 

Russian land, which only served to aid the Japanese mission to be seen as a nation that could 

stand with the giants and even succeed them. 

 The Ainu exhibit was yet another platform upon which Japan ended up displaying its 

superiority over Russia. Though this exhibit was not run nor endorsed by Japan, they still reaped 

the benefits from the eventual racial comparisons that came with the exhibit. Though many were 

disappointed by the lack of hairy qualities in the Ainu, Starr’s initial presentation of them as a 

hairy race became an easy comparison against Russia. The Ainu were a “white race that 

struggled and lost” against a colonial Japanese government, and speculation for what this meant 

for Russia quickly followed.223 Many wondered if Japan could so easily subjugate a white race, 

who else could they dominate? Why, if the Ainu were so hairy, could Japan not subjugate the 

less hairy Russians?224 With Russia often being depicted as a large, hairy bear in propagandistic 
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postcards, these comparisons came swiftly and easily.225 These questions only fed into 

exponential debates of racial superiority that continued on well past the fair. While this exhibit 

had neither the label nor the influence of Japan over it, the ethnic “race for supremacy” that 

played out through these exhibits and the questions it created pertaining to Japanese dominance 

over Russia benefitted Japan in unexpected ways. 

 In the end, the only parts of the Russian exhibit that remained after the country’s official 

withdrawal were on The Pike and within the Palace of Fine Arts. Fairgoers were still able to 

view a part of the $16,000 that Russia spent on its villages and could see the Imperial Russian 

Opera, but this exhibit was scaled down immensely from what it had originally planned due to 

the war.226 While Russo-Japanese War ultimately caused Russia to withdraw, Japan proceeded as 

if there was no war going on.227 Okakura justified this by expressing that, although Japan was at 

war, the boost in exports that naturally came from showcasing Japanese art at the fair were more 

than enough to fund whatever loss Japan took from the war.228 While the economy still faltered a 

year later, with no indemnity clause included in their victory following the Russo-Japanese War, 

the fair was an important cultural moment for Japan. While Japan was lauded for its exhibits in 

Fine Arts, nearly every portrait of Czar Nicholas II at the fair was vandalized.229  

By refusing to concede either the exhibit in favor of putting effort and money into the Russo-

Japanese war, Japan displayed cultural supremacy built upon the remains of a Russian exhibit 

that was both underwhelming and exposed Russia’s weaknesses to the world. 
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 The war against Japan became more important for Russia than attending a fair in yet 

another U.S. city, though this was a decision that hurt Russia’s image. Guidebooks and histories 

state that, “Nearly all foreign countries of any consequence were represented at the L.P.E.…” 

while both implying and overtly stating that Russia’s lack of participation was embarrassing for 

the country.230 The Japanese newspapers were quick to imply this was the fault of Russia and not 

the war, elevating Japan with statements that also derided Russia, such as this:  

“Unable to attend both to war and industrial exhibition at the same time, Russia declined 

to participate in the St. Louis International Exposition, retracting her erstwhile promise to 

do so. Unlike her enemy, Japan has made such an elaborate exhibition at the Fair as she 

never did at any World’s Fair held previously. This conduct of Japan is one worthy of 

civilized people, with whom it should be considered a disgrace to be so war-bedraggled 

that they can do nothing else but fight for their very existence.”231 

 

Since Russia had made the choice to prioritize the war over the fair, they were no longer worthy 

of the title of Western power, because the same dilemma had not hampered Japan. By the time 

the fair closed, Russia was on shaky footing to remain one of the Western powerhouses of the 

twentieth century. Though Russia asked for the space that had been allocated to them to be used 

for private artisans and merchants as a way to still be represented, this was denied.232 This sort of 

privatized display was fine for a nation with less renown, but for Russia this was unacceptable. 

To be unable to fight a war and run an exhibit simultaneously was preposterous for Russia, 

especially since Japan had been capable of both as a nation still vying for modernity. With their 

space eventually being ceded to Japan, Russia not only lost the advantage in the actual war going 

on but also a cultural war wherein its status as a pillar of Western power had faltered. 
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Compared to the United States 

 With Japan sitting in the same position as the U.S. at the time of the L.P.E., the question 

of US perception shifts away from comparing the U.S. to Japan and toward comparing both 

nations to their progress toward modernity and all the acclaim that came with it. The U.S. 

exhibits were being judged just as harshly by Western powers as Japan’s were, if not more so 

because they were considered within the realm of Western countries. This is evidenced enough 

by the comparisons the U.S. received when considering the German Education exhibit, while 

Japan was considered fairly impressive in the same area. It is perhaps true that, by virtue of the 

U.S. being a series of territories and states, this caused the exhibits to suffer due to a lack of 

cohesion, much in the same way that Japan of 1867 did. While David Francis seems to think 

very highly of his work and the work of the many nations and states that attended, these nations 

and states were also being judged by every mayor, diplomat, journalist, and visitor that crossed 

their path. As the U.S. competed for full status as a powerful Western country, there were some 

cases within this fair where Japan far outshone its host country. 

This competition between the two nations also impacted the reactions of those who 

viewed and wrote on the fair and the Japanese exhibits. Rather than the U.S. being ahead of 

Japan, visitors saw Japan as a competitor to both be admired and envied, from simple things such 

as pottery to grand endeavors such as fighting a war during the fair. The reactions of those 

deemed “important” to the L.P.E. and the L.P.E. Company matter just as much as popular 

reactions from magazines and general spectators do when considering just how much this ideal 

“Japan” was impressed upon the minds of this Western audience. By reading these reactions with 

Japan as a competitor for the U.S., whether or not this image of “Japan” was received or even 

mattered can be determined.  
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Reactions from the United States 

 When looking at the kinds of reactions that were had in regard to the Japanese exhibit, 

these tend to fall into three general categories: those who were notable figures, those who wrote 

on the fair, and those who were at the fair as part of the general public. There are different 

reactions for each of these groups, due in part to the fact that each audience was being catered to 

differently and had a different set of criteria by which to judge the Japanese exhibits. To what 

extent these judgements mattered or impacted the overall status of Japan during and after the fair 

depend both on the person reacting as well as the portion of the exhibits they were reacting to.  

 There are many people that can be counted among the influential and notable figures who 

interacted with the Japanese exhibits, from the mayor of St. Louis, to David Francis, to Alice 

Roosevelt. These notable people celebrated Japan in various venues, both within and outside of 

the Japanese exhibits, but also hosted and celebrated the various Japanese dignitaries that came 

to St. Louis. To begin to evaluate their reactions, the celebrations and anniversaries seem the best 

place to start. On June 1st of 1904, Japanese Day was celebrated within the Imperial Gardens, the 

area where the Japanese Pavilion existed.233 Around two thousand guests were present for the 

reception, with Alice Roosevelt and John C. Bates present, along with many other officers and 

directors of the fair.234 This was just one of two grand celebrations for Japan, with the other held 

in honor of the emperor. On November 3rd, with music from 10 to 11 am 2 to 6pm, culminating 

in “daytime fireworks,” the Japanese exhibit celebrated the fifty third birthday of their 

Emperor.235 John C. Bates was also present to view this celebration, which not only shows the 
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importance of his presence but likely also a fascination with the Japanese.236 While the reception 

and influence of these elites from outside of St. Louis impacted the success of the Japanese 

exhibit, so too did notable figures from within the city itself.  

 For the St. Louis community as a whole, most of their reactions revolved around the visit 

of one dignitary of Japan: The Lieutenant General under the Emperor, Prince Sadanaru 

Fushimi.237 Already on a diplomatic mission to Washington, he also made a stop in St. Louis 

where he was met at the station by David Francis and the Mayor of St. Louis.238 The days that 

followed would be full of receptions, banquets, teas, and many other gatherings with all sorts of 

groups all eager to host an important figure of Japan, both in their houses and at the Japanese 

exhibit. These all culminated in a dinner, hosted by the Imperial Japanese Commissioner General 

which was held at the St. Louis Club to formally celebrate the honor of his visit.239 The honor of 

hosting a military figure during wartime was not lost on those who hosted the prince. David 

Francis proudly declared that St. Louisans were “proud of the privilege of entertaining so notable 

a representative of Japanese culture and manliness.”240 As Prince Sadanaru was a symbol of the 

Japanese military, he was held up in the same regard as the important military men of the U.S., 

but he also came to represent the culture of Japan to many. While Japan did not focus on the war 

with Russia as a cornerstone of their exhibit, the Russo-Japanese war was still a current event, 

especially considering that it was the first war in which international circuits could distribute 
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information through not only reporters and newspapers, but also telegraphs.241 With so many 

international figures gathered in one spot and many exhibits showcasing the telegraph, St. Louis 

would have certainly been aware of this situation and impressed by Japan’s military strength, 

which was not only a symbol of the prince but also the emperor. As a lauded figure of the 

military, the emperor was deemed worthy of an entire day of music, including refreshments from 

2 to 5pm.242 These displays, focusing entirely on military figures, impressed upon many elites 

that could meet and celebrate them, that this militaristic might also stood in as a representation of 

the culture of Japan. The focus on Japanese military figures as a symbol of culture says almost as 

much about the way Japan represented itself as it does about the importance placed on figures by 

the United States. For the U.S. of 1904, military strength was impressive and the presence of 

Prince Sadanaru was as influential as the traditional culture of Japan to this elite audience.  

 As for David Francis himself, his account provides a mixture of different reactions. Due 

to his own pride in his country and city, there was no country superior to the U.S., especially not 

Japan. While he was quick to acknowledge the supposed authenticity of the Japanese exhibits, 

stating things such as, “a visit to the Japanese garden was a visit to Japan” as well as praising the 

scale at which Japan participated, he was also quick to dismiss the more westernized elements of 

their exhibits.243 While journalists despaired at the U.S. education system when compared for 

foreign nations, Francis attributed that to Japan learning the from the West, going on to say that, 

“it was very easy to note the marks of American influence in every field of administrative 

work.”244 Though he was easily impressed by the details, the scenery, and the “authenticity” of 
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Japan when presented to St. Louis, he was also happy to dismiss some of their strengths as 

influence from the West. Francis was indeed a notable figure for both St. Louis and the U.S., so 

while he favored his home country above all else, his account when blended with those of other 

notable figures creates a picture of what this class of people thought of the Japanese exhibit. 

 For the guidebooks and histories, the actual objects of Japan’s exhibits seem to be the 

driving factors behind determining Japan’s worth. The Official History of the Fair, after carefully 

analyzing each of Japan’s exhibits within the Palaces labelled Japan’s as the most unique and 

interesting of the foreign exhibits.245 This was due in part to the impressiveness of some of the 

collection, noting that an estimated one million dollars’ worth of private collections from 

Japanese nobles and the emperor were donated for display in Varied Industries.246 Inside of the 

Fine Arts exhibits, the writer of this history was quite enthralled by the story of a master artisan 

spending all his energy over a year on one, six-inch-tall lacquer flower vase. Though this story 

did not carry over into Japanese accounts of this exhibit, there is an impressive piece within 

Japan’s records that matches his description of the vase. This vase was created by a cloisonné 

artist whose work was displayed throughout Fine Arts, Andō Jubei of Aichi247. Whether this was 

Andō or another artist whose work caught Everett’s eye, he goes on to imply that, were this 

artisan to close up shop to fight against Russia, “he [would] put himself to warfare with equal 

devotion.”248 This sort of awe and wonder is also conveyed in the Official Guide to the World’s 

Fair where the author of this guide was fascinated and surprised across several different exhibits. 

The writer was also impressed by the fully functional newspaper office as well as considering 
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Japan’s display within Agriculture to be a foreign exhibit of interest.249 Both these books show 

surprise as well as fascination with the Japanese exhibits, reacting almost exclusively within the 

realm of their modern exhibits. 

 The book that overlaps more with popular culture and print culture is The Cosmopolitan, 

which reacts to the fair in a spectacular and sensationalist manner. Within a printed souvenir 

edition of the magazine, the journalist highlights the fair, happily compares it with Chicago, and 

gives reactions to Japan that were more in line with what he thought impressed his own 

audience: a general, literate public. He is the one to write highly of the Japanese Education 

exhibit, ranking it third highest in memorability.250 He ranked Japan in a similar spot for Fine 

Arts and was astounded by how many German and Japanese flags were flying across the fair.251 

He also lauded the private book exchange market of Japan, despairing that Americans rarely ever 

step foot in libraries.252 Though he comments that the postal service is nowhere near as 

sophisticated as the U.S. model he also notes that, “The Japanese have learned the art of 

preserving health.”253 At the end of his review of the fair, Walker states that, if he were to cover 

the entirety of the fair, it, “would require a thousand pages to do anything like justice to the 

exhibits” and thus limited himself to only the salient points.254 The extensive inclusion of Japan 

within Walker’s advised minimum time of 11 days to view the majority of the L.P.E. also helps 

corroborate this.255 With so much attention given to Japan across these supposed few pages and 
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days, it stands to reason that Walker was both impressed by and concerned with Japan’s exhibits, 

along with the others who reported on and recorded the fair.  

The last type of reaction to be considered is that of the general public and how they 

received to the exhibits and image of “Japan.” These reactions range from short histories, 

popular fictions, or letters back home, and serve to represent an American public eager to engage 

with the world on a local scale. One of the popular fictions of U.S. Fairs greatly admired 

Japanese exhibits, being impressed by both the exhibits in Education as well as marveled at the 

postal service, stating that these exhibits showed the advancement of Japan.256 She went on for 

almost four pages about the Japanese exhibits in their entirety, stating that, 

“It seems as if the [whole] kingdom of Japan must have taken hold to make this display 

what it is. And how they could do it with a big war goin’ on in their midst is a wonder, 

and shows [beyond] words what wonderful people the Japans are.”257   

 

The cohesive nature of the Japanese display and their advancement showcased within was truly a 

wonder to her, which is both a positive reaction and an indication that a portion of the general 

public truly believed in this image and narrative that Japan put forth. 

 Looking beyond fiction to a collection of personal diaries, letters, and personal accounts 

of the fair, all of these fairgoers mention Japan to some extent. Among these four writings by 

Edward Schneiderhahn, Edmund Philibert and his sister Frances McCallion, and Sam Hyde, 

Schneiderhahn had the most extensive account of the fair and Japan within. The exhibits of Japan 

he admired most were in Varied Industries and transportation, noting that the Japanese were a 

“patient and rapidly progressing people, determined to succeed.”258 Coming from a man who 

praised the German exhibits of the fair highly, to have Japan slotted neatly within these praises is 
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rather astounding. Varied Industries also astounded Philibert and McCallion, both of whom 

wrote home enthusiastically about the fair. McCallion happily took home a Japanese waiter 

purchased for her by her brother.259 For both of the siblings however, they were astounded by the 

women, dressed beautifully no matter where they were. Philibert noticed them being carted 

around in Chinese rickshaws while McCallion was amazed by the women serving tea in “native 

costume.”260 Sam Hyde, a bookkeeper from Illinois, returned again and again in his writing to 

the art and manner of the Japanese. This narrative of Japan about the cultural development of 

their country appealed deeply to him, as he stated that their,  

“displays were of special interest from the fact that unlike the other civilized nations, 

their civilization was about on par with our own though it had developed on different 

lines and entirely independent of us.”261  

 

His inclusion of Japan in the realm of modernity is rather amazing, but regardless it is clear that 

Hyde was enthralled by Japan’s exhibits. Hyde states in the opening of his commentary on Japan 

that, “…of all the foreign nations that participated in the fair, none made so good a showing and 

won such universal praise as Japan” which says more than enough on how he felt about the 

subject.262 Though he could not afford to bring home any of the Japanese souvenirs, the 

impression he got from their exhibits remained one of pure amazement. These reactions of 

honor, surprise, and amazement show that Japan’s exhibits, at the very least, were impressive 

enough to remark upon.  

The reception of “Japan” still remains in question, as the mention of an exhibit does not 

necessarily mean that these exhibits impacted the people that viewed it, or if Japan’s standing in 
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the world was elevated after this. While the reception of Prince Sadanaru was positive, it was 

viewed in a militaristic light of both their might and their culture. This does show Japan as a 

modern nation, but not necessarily in a sense of being innovative and technologically modern. 

For the journalists and chroniclers of the fair, while they were impressed by Japan’s exhibits, 

they still saw Japan as a nation in the process of catching up. This is best encompassed by a 

quote from The Cosmopolitan, stating that, 

“one has but to study the great exhibits made by Japan, second only to those of Germany, 

to learn that the remote peoples of to-day will be the manufacturing nations of to-

morrow.”263 

 

While on the surface this can be read in a positive light for Japan, it also carries undercurrents of 

the idea that Japan is still within the category of ‘remote peoples.’ The reactions of the general 

populace are along a similar vein, enjoying the beauty of Japan’s exhibits but largely failing to 

give any credit to this image Japan was trying to create. All in all, these reactions paint a picture 

that there was an image of Japan that was impressed upon viewers of all walks of life, but this 

image was not entirely in line with what Japan had aimed to present. While the Japan that was 

tailored for America impacted those who viewed it, American preconceptions of Japan were 

beyond the control of those who set out to impress an idealized Japan on these Americans and 

ultimately affected their ability to transmit this vision fully. 

 

 

 

 

 

263 Walker, At the World's Fair of 1904, 490 
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Conclusion 

 

After the Fair 

 At the close of the fair, the gates were shut, and the lights dimmed on the fair, finishing 

the fair off on a spectacular day celebrating David Francis himself.264 With the fair finally over, 

the buildings could be torn down, leaving only the Palace of Fine Arts to stand as a monument to 

the fair. Even though all of the buildings were made to be temporary, a common theme of most 

fairs, Walker commented that it was a, "frightful waste in destroying these beautiful buildings 

and works of art" and argued that they should "…have been left to be enjoyed for all time to 

come.”265 Wandering what was left of The Pike after the fair’s close, Frances McCallion wrote 

home that Fair Japan was the last structure left standing.266 Even the Observation Wheel, the 

source of much speculation and conspiracy theorization (such as whether it is buried under the 

Palace of Fine Arts or not) for contemporary St. Louisans, was likely torn down and sold for 

scrap much like the rest of the fair.267 The close of the fair left behind only those buildings that 

were sold as memories of the fair along with the countless souvenirs that both were and were not 

intended to be kept. 

 For what remains to be collected after the fair, there are of course the objects intended to 

be souvenirs, such as decorative pottery sets and personalized cups, but there are also objects that 

were never intended to be collector’s items that today are highly coveted.268  These items, such 

 

264 Sonderman, Truax, St. Louis: The 1904 World’s Fair, 122 

265 Walker, At the World's Fair of 1904, 485 

266 McCallion, Florence McCallion World's Fair Letters, 126 

267 This was the same Ferris Wheel that was from the Chicago fair in 1893, which was purchased 

and used for the St. Louis Fair, but finding a buyer for it proved unsuccessful, and it was likely 

sold for scrap like the rest of the demolished exhibits 
268 Hendershott, Mementos and Memorabilia 153 
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as swords carried by the Jefferson Guard were taken home as memories and only by modern 

standards are considered souvenirs of the fair.269 So too were the buildings, especially the 

Japanese ones, that were collected and shipped across the country to remind their owners of the 

seven short months of the fair.  

 Though the image of “Japan” was important to those who created the exhibits of Japan at 

the L.P.E., so too was making a profit in order to continue justifying their presence at these fairs 

through any means necessary. The goal of the Exposition Association that shipped all of the 

exhibits to the U.S. was to either recover the materials put into the exhibits or sell them to buyers 

and were also prepared to strike a deal with any who wanted a replica of their exhibits.270 Japan 

did have success selling not only their wares but also their buildings by the time the fair closed. 

Most of the buildings in the area designated for Japan’s main exhibit were sold to a Japanese 

chemist from New York, Jikichi Takamine, who relocated them to Southern Merriewold Park in 

Monticello.271 The gate from the Palace of Manufactures was given to the St. Louis Public 

Museum, and several of the Pike exhibits, including the Nikko gate, were relocated to Fairmont 

park in Philadelphia.272 As for some of the materials, whatever was not sold was used to help 

build a branch of the YMCA.273 These buildings and materials, though none are left standing 

today, served as “souvenirs” in much the same way the swords of the Jefferson Guard. They 

perpetuated the image and the memory of Japan long after the fair closed and justified to Japan 

the expenditure of participating.   

  

 

269 Ibid, 308 

270 Hoshi, Handbook of Japan, 113-114 

271 Hata, On the Study of the Japanese Buildings, 237 

272 Ibid, 237 

273 Ibid, 237 
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Conclusion 

The Japan created for America left an impression on the minds of those who saw the 

exhibits, ate with Japanese dignitaries, and recorded their history, though this impression was not 

always the grand image that the Japanese delegation hoped for. My argument throughout this 

thesis has been focused on evaluating the ways in which Japan’s exhibit shaped the narrative of 

Japan’s own history and image in order to appeal to an American audience. After considering 

this framework and evaluating the reactions of those who viewed the fair, I argue that these 

exhibits left lasting impacts on the world through altered architecture and images of tradition, the 

impressive showings of technology, and the push for modernity, which helped move Japan 

forward in the rankings of national supremacy, while shifting the minds of average Americans in 

more subtle ways.  

From the average person’s accounts of Japan’s exhibits to the ways in which the cultural 

dynamics between countries shifted during and after the fair, these accounts and reactions 

indicate that the impact of “Japan” was more than just a footnote in the history of the fair. For 

working-class St. Louisans to write of Japan fondly, to patronize their exhibits and buy their 

wares, and to buy into the narrative of Japanese advancement to any extent shows that the 

average fairgoers was swayed, even slightly by the story of Japan’s “progression.” When 

compared to the Western powers at the fair, through the emphasis on Russia’s weakness, 

avoiding the category of “Asia,” and showcasing an impressive display that was comparable to 

the European giants, the effect of “Japan” showed that Japan had indeed progressed since the 

first time they took control of their own exhibits. Though Japan might not have been labelled a 

global power after the fair because of this exhibit alone, through their showings in 1903 and 

1904, Japan became a significant country that was worth continued observation. These changes 
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were subtle but were also valuable as Japan looked to the future as an empire and as a future 

world power.  

Though Francis and Okakura made valuable contributions to the lasting history of the 

1904 World’s Fair and Japan’s importance therein, with their contributions as a foundation for 

the many others who wrote on the fair and Japan within, the image of “Japan” becomes larger 

and much more impactful. While the Russo-Japanese War prevented Japan from hosting in 1912, 

the fair of 1904 left behind a legacy of Japan in the minds of those who viewed it, perhaps in 

more important ways than posturing in 1912 would have.274 When President McKinley asked all 

the nations of the earth to be present for the L.P.E., he also reassured the world that all 

expositions “great or small [have] helped to some onward step.”275 This can be said for both 

those who hosted and those who exhibited. Between all of these accounts of the fair and the 

image of “Japan” lies the true impact that Japan left upon viewers of the fair, and that is one of 

amazement, awe, and wonder at the progress Japan could have achieved, while also taking in all 

of the beauty of the exhibits they created in between tradition and modernity. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A 

 

Fig. 6- Full map of the grounds for the St. Louis World’s Fair 

 

Fig. 7- Map with notation of the two areas designated specifically to Japan 
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Fig. 8 Enlarged area of the Japanese Pavilion 

 

 

Fig. 9 Enlarged area of Japan’s exhibit on The Pike 
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